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Grants to Grant Wishes 

By Adail Treharn 
 
 

T’was near the new year of two thousand and two 
That caregiver money came out of the blue. 
 
The clients were harried, overburdened by care 
And hoped that some respite soon would be there. 
 
They had just been resigned to accepting their fate, 
When a new demo grant came down from the state. 
 
So just when they thought they were in it alone, 
Bodies worn out and worked to the bone, 
In came the help they had needed so long, 
Brand new support to help them stay strong. 
 
Caregiver relief, was the state’s lofty plan 
“We can’t fix it all, but we’ll do what we can” 
 
Five triple A’s got the money.  How great! 
But there ARE limitations came word from the state. 
 
This new plan’s a beauty, it’s called self-directed. 
But, work on this plan was more than expected. 
 
The forms were confusing and hard to explain. 
The clients just nodded and didn’t complain. 
 
Caregivers do bathing, run errands and cook 
And remind care receivers which pill they just took. 
They drive them to doctors and pick up their pills. 
They wash all their dishes and wipe up their spills. 
They don’t have REAL jobs ‘cause they don’t have the time, 
They’re to busy working, but don’t get a dime. 
 
Now how can we help them so life’s not so hard? 
Let’s pay for their haircuts and clean up their yard. 
 
Let’s see if a smile can replace that old frown. 
We’ll pay someone else to drive them to town. 
 
Now here’s the real challenge, how can it be done? 
Let each triple A figure it out, and  “have fun”. 



Grants to Grant Wishes (Continued) 
By Adail Treharn 
 
 
The triple A’s rallied, each developed a plan 
We’ll implement programs the best way we can. 
More rapid than eagles, care management came, 
Listing each service and calling by name! 
Now bathing and dressing and respite care too, 
There’s transport and hair care and lawn care to do. 
From the smallest request to the greatest of needs, 
We’re trying, still trying to do those good deeds. 
 
If a client’s at risk and feels so alone 
Or takes a bad spill or breaks a hipbone, 
She may just need something to help her get by 
We’re here to meet needs and not to ask why. 
 
And those diapers so needed and hard to obtain, 
And Glucerna or Ensure to help with weight gain, 
Could all be provided with grant money now? 
Three cheers for the State.  Cliff take a bow! 
 
Making the visit is the best part of all. 
Each client’s so thankful whenever we call. 
 
Oh, some try your patience and always complain 
And some make us crazy and drive us insane. 
But most are so grateful and so very sweet, 
They are happy to see us and smile when we meet. 
 
And some are so special and teach us so much, 
Like faith and compassion and patience and such. 
Yes, some steal our hearts and refuse to let go 
‘Till they fill them with memories that we cherish so. 
 
There are so very many that I hold quite dear 
But one, I recall with a picture so clear. 
 
As I sat there beside her with the care plan in hand, 
She told me her family helped settle this land. 
Her people were farmers and worked all the time. 
And folks then were kinder and towns free of crime. 
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Grants to Grant Wishes (Continued) 
By Adail Treharn 
 
 
Hard work took her husband and war took her boy, 
Yet she speaks of them often and always with joy 
 
She says she’s been blessed with a wonderful life. 
She was loved as a daughter, a mother, a wife. 
And I looked, really looked at that beautiful soul. 
Sickness, not age may have taken its toll, 
But her eyes how they twinkled, her dimples how merry. 
Her cheeks were like roses, her nose like a cherry. 
Her sweet little mouth was drawn up like a bow 
And the hair on her head was as white as the snow. 
The plug of tobacco she held in her mouth 
Was held there with pride like a badge of the south. 
Her hands were all knarled and ached with the rain, 
For they purchased our future with a past full of pain. 
 
She said, ”Thanks for the help that keeps me so clean, 
I’m treated so good.  I feel like a queen. 
If this program quits, I don’t know what I’ll do. 
I’d have to leave home if it wasn’t for you”. 
 
And she made me feel needed, warm, on the inside 
And so grateful to know her, no wonder I cried. 
She hugged me and thanked me as she brushed at my tear. 
“How long till I see you?  It will seem like a year”. 
 
And I heard her exclaim as I drove from her view, 
“Don’t forget to come see me!   I sure do love you”. 
  

 
 
 
This poem was written by Adail Treharn, case manager for Concerted Services, Inc., the 
contractor for the Heart of Georgia Altamaha Area Arency on Aging one of the five Self-
Directed Care Demonstration Projects.  Ms. Treharn, in witnessing the profound difference 
this caregiver focused program made to families, w ote this poem as a love letter to her 
clients and to the program.  We hope you feel her warmth and commitment as much as we 
have witnessed her caregiver advocacy throughout these past two years.  Thank you, Ada l, 
for sharing. 

r
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I.  Introduction 
 

History of Self-Directed Care in Georgia 
 
 
 

In 2001, Georgia received funding from the Administration on Aging 
(AoA) to develop a program of services for the State’s caregivers.  
Specific funding, in addition to the AoA III-E monies, was targeted to 
five Area Agencies on Aging (AAA) for the development of caregiver 
demonstration projects in self-directed care.  A Request for Proposal was 
sent to each of the State’s twelve AAAs; five projects were chosen from 
the proposals submitted.  The selected projects represented rural 

communities, mountain regions, urban and mid-size cities.  Grantees included the Central 
Savannah River Area Agency on Aging of Augusta, Ga.; Southwest Georgia Council on 
Aging, Inc. of Albany, Ga.; Legacy Link, Inc. of Gainesville, Ga.; Heart of Georgia Altamaha 
Area Agency on Aging of Baxley, Ga.; and Southern Crescent Area Agency on Aging of 
Franklin, Ga.  
 
Over the course of the development of their self-directed care programs, each project 
evolved in the  

 scope of products and services available to caregivers,  
 structure of payment, and  
 target market focus.   

Through this change, however, the focus of the demonstration project remained squarely on 
the needs of the caregiver.   
 
Each project had begun with some structure in place, based loosely on guidelines for AoA 
III-E money.  Adding to their head start was the expertise brought to the process by Legacy 
Link, Inc., a AAA in the final stages of an Administration on Aging Alzheimer’s 
Demonstration Grant.  The Administration on Aging grant had been one of a number of 
programs developed to help caregivers of persons with Alzheimer’s Disease.  The successful 
Legacy Link program became a quasi model for AoA self-directed care demonstration 
projects as they developed protocols, lists of products and services and other operational 
details. 
 
Quarterly meetings were held throughout the two years of development.  Meeting agendas 
included updated reports as well as general discussion about successes and challenges.  Each 
staff person openly and frankly brought issues to the table for problem-solving assistance.  
The group combined to become a unique educational laboratory with common sense as they 
provided support for each other.   
 
An additional component of the demonstration projects was evaluation by clients.  Georgia 
State University Gerontology Center and WESTAT were engaged, along with a lead 
consultant, to develop an evaluation instrument from which caregiver information would be  
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elicited.  Each participant was interviewed by phone over the course of his/her involvement 
in the program and the grant period.  Evaluations were then compiled and data analyzed as 
the evolution of the program continued. 
 
It is safe to say that the five demonstration projects have been very successful in developing 
localized programs of service for caregivers in their area.  When asked about the impact of 
the program in the life of caregivers, caregivers are considerably more satisfied with the 
services they receive than those caregivers receiving services. 
 
Demonstration projects, by their very nature, are designed to allow personnel and programs 
to develop, grow, change, evolve and finally to rest on the finely tuned product of the 
evolution.  Toward that end, the demonstration projects in Georgia have now settled on one 
basic model adapted to each community.  That adaptation may well be a model for you as 
program designer.  The ultimate product, however, must include a program to suit your 
particular locale, population and needs.  Therefore, the watchword flexibility is the final word 
of advice from our project teams as you begin your journey. 
 
 

 
Purpose of the Guidebook 

 
When asked the most important lesson learned in their two-year growth, the Georgia project 
leaders quickly responded with the word and concept of flexibility.  With this in mind, readers 
and users are cautioned to use this book as a guide only.  Your strong commitment will be 
to your clients and their unique needs tempered with flexibility and openness.  The 
Guidebook is not the exhaustive or final word on self-directed care programs, but does offer 
a richness of experience to avert or allay some development problems and to let you know 
that there is no single way to develop and implement self-directed care in aging services. 
 
The Self-Directed Care Program Guidebook is designed to comprehensively lay out the 
elements of a successful model employed in multiple geographic locales in Georgia.  Its 
purpose is, as its title indicates, to guide the reader and prospective program developer and 
to inform and educate about potential pitfalls as well as wonderful opportunities.   
 
 
History of Self-Directed Care in Aging in Georgia 
 
In the community of aging services, self-directed care is a relatively new concept.  Though 
some of the intricacies of self-directed care may have been extrapolated from the 
programmatic work in the disabilities community, this demonstration effort in aging has 
proven to be somewhat different in funding, focus and staffing.  Therefore, this Guidebook 
is specifically targeted to programs serving older adults and their families. 
 
Each of the demonstration project leaders has repeatedly grappled with issues both large and 
small.  For example, the hiring of family and friends, tax issues involved in hiring employees, 
and the matter of personal liability were areas fraught with pitfalls and surrounded by much 
discussion.  Each of these is addressed in this Guidebook, with advice from experts and 
inclusion of additional resources in those subjects.  Along the way, you will be given several 
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of our success stories, cautions, and experience speaks topics.  These are directly from the 
experiences of the demonstration projects.  You will be provided a listing of resources, 
websites and contact information available to assist in your program development. 
 
Finally, you are invited to contact the Georgia Division of Aging Services or any of the self-
directed care demonstration project personnel with questions you may have about their 
development process.  See Appendix G. 
 
 
 
 

 
SUCCESS THROUGH SMALL THINGS 
An 86-year-old woman with Alzheimer’s Disease lived alone.  The yard was very 
unsafe, having become overgrown with bushes and weeds.  Her daughter, the 
caregiver, was very overwhelmed with the care and cost of care for Mom.  The Family 
Caregiver demo project provided lawn care and groomed out the bushes and weeds.  

A porch railing was added, ensuring that Mom could safely venture out onto the porch.  Mother and 
daughter are now able to sit on the porch and enjoy the beauty of their yard and lawn.   
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II.  What is Self-Directed Care and Why Should I Develop It? 
 
Self-Directed Care Defined 
 
Self-directed care is literally the choice and direction of care by its user.  In the aging 
community, and for purposes of this Guidebook, the user is the caregiver.  In other 
situations, the user may be the older person receiving care.  In any event, users of service, no 
matter how you define them, should meet your programmatic guidelines.  In the disabilities 
community, the user is the disabled person.  So, as you can see, the ultimate beneficiary may 
include more than one person in a household or may vary from program to program and 
state to state. The focus, however, is the same:  individual choice and control.  
 
The care in self-directed care will usually include both services and products.  It 
encompasses provider choice as well.  Self-directed care allows the user of service not only 
to direct care but also to manage care on an ongoing basis.  Ultimately, he/she has the right 
to hire and fire providers, choose providers to patronize, and hire family and friends as 
caregivers.  Again, self-directed care is the right to choose. 
 
 
Why should I develop a program in my area? 
 
One of the most compelling reasons to develop a self-directed care program is the shift of 
the focus from agency decisions and needs to client decisions and needs.  Increasingly, we 
have become focused on the requirements of funding sources and strayed from the needs of 
clients and the dignity of individual governance of one’s life.  Too often, the boundaries of a 
geographical area or the strings attached by funders prescribe care and its limitations.   
 
We now have the opportunity to re-establish the client at the top of the service pyramid.  
Indeed, when all is said and done, don’t our clients know their needs and the extent of their 
requirements better than we?  So, developing a self-directed care program helps restore self-
determination and control by clients compromised by age and illness.  Additionally, it 
establishes an equal partnership between service provider and client.  In our demonstration 
program, our client (the caregiver), and thus the care receiver, is empowered in this process 
to make choices and to reap the benefit of those decisions.   
 
When speaking of self-directed care, one must also address the resulting 

(a) autonomy or maximization of authority over one’s own destiny,  
(b) reduced caregiver stress,  
(c) care for the caregiver over the long term,  
(d) reductions in cost of care, and/or 
(e) prevention/delay of premature institutionalization, with the emphasis on  
 services received in the care receiver’s home.   

Who could ask for more?  As an agency, you can also facilitate the inclusion of non-
traditional services as well as the standard, traditional ones.  Family and friends, known to 
the caregiver and care receiver, may be hired.  Other yet undefined needs may precipitate the 
creation of another array of outside the box opportunities.  The benefits of developing and 
implementing a self-directed care program are limited only by the vision of each creator. 
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Perhaps the question of development is best answered, If it helps your clients, Why Not? 
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III.  Program Development:  Defining, Designing, and Blending 
 
 
Program Development: 
 
Tasks:  Define the target popula ion to be served and/or beneficiaries, list 
your services and p oviders and survey the market 

t
r

 
 
Target the Market  
 
To begin the groundwork in the design of a self-directed care program, several key questions 
must be answered.  Perhaps first and foremost is the definition of your target market.  In 
order to proceed in a focused manner, you will first need to select a population to be served.  
For instance, your organization may serve only persons of a certain age, e.g. persons aged 60 
and over.  If your program will or may include other family members, such as caregivers, 
there may be no age limit.   
 
 
Other questions might include: 
 Will your program be designed for a category of individuals, e.g. persons who are 

within 60 days of nursing home placement unless a home care option is 
implemented?   

 Will your targeted clients include persons enrolled in the Medicaid program or 
persons who have fallen between the funding cracks?    

 Will there be income limitations?   
 Will there be housing restrictions, e.g. Will you serve assisted living residents, those 

who live in a retirement community and/or persons residing in private homes? 
 
 
Determination of services 
 
A list of proposed initial services and products then should be developed.  Our group 
determined, with input from caregivers, that a combination of products and services best 
reflected the needs of the caregivers.  In the area of products, a list of products such as 
incontinence supplies, nutritional supplements, and assistive devices was developed.  
Services initially chosen included personal care, respite, adult day care, and home repair and 
maintenance.  (One demo project chose to limit their program to home modifications and 
lawn care.)  Since each community and area is different from its neighbor, you should use a 
market survey to determine the scope and diversity of need in your community.  When your 
service choices are made and program developed, the client should be given the list with the 
understanding that the list is flexible and may be supplemented with usual or unusual requests 
as well. 
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Survey the market 
 

A market survey will provide a sound basis to determine many aspects of your program.  In 
order to develop a market survey, some self-examination should be performed.  Why do you 
want to develop a self-directed care program?  Agency personnel, especially those directly 
serving caregivers, must be engaged in the general discussion.  The goal of this exchange will 
be to answer the question of Why should caregivers enroll in a self-directed care program?  Motivation 
of the caregiver to enroll is key to your understanding of the breadth of his/her needs and 
will help you understand how to ask interviewees about their possible participation.   
 
Once these two considerations have been discussed and decisions made, it is time to proceed 
with the development of a market survey and instrument.  The instrument should be 
focused, brief, and designed to mail or to use as a telephone survey.  The questions may vary 
from What services would you use in a self-directed care program? to Would you be willing to contribute to 
the cost of care you or your family member receives? (NOTE:  Program funding is always a 
consideration, so be sure to include this possibility in your survey.)  While gathering 
information, be sure to ask questions to develop a demographic picture of your caregivers, 
e.g. age and number of people in the household.   
 
If there is a local college or university in your community, you might enlist student interns in 
the market survey process.  The survey will not need to be exhaustive in number of 
interviewees, but should include a large enough sample to give you a clear indication of the 
need and willingness to participate. 
 
 
Logistics 
 

After these first steps are completed, with data in hand and 
analyzed, some fundamental questions now must be resolved.  For 
instance, do you wish to move forward with the design and 
development of a self-directed care program?  If so, you will need 
to consider logistics of operation such as location of office space, 
phone, and equipment for an additional program and additional or 
reassigned staff.  If no office space is available in your agency, is 

there space nearby with easy access for family members and others?  (Family members and, 
perhaps, clients do visit the office from time to time.)  Is there a possibility of securing the 
convenient, free space?  In some instances, churches and synagogues may donate space for 
programs such as the self-directed care initiative.  
 
 
Staff 
 
Staffing in our demonstration projects was based on the projected number of caregivers to 
be served and available staff/funds.   Each project had a manager or director, but, as a rule, 
no support staff.  Each project hired or transferred at least one care manager, again 
depending on the projected number of caregivers to be served.  The Director (or manager) 
was a jack-of-all-trades, but primarily an administrator.  Though the care manager usually 
determined eligibility in an in-home interview; the Director was the first point of telephone 
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contact for the caregiver.  The Director completed a telephonic preliminary screening, using 
predetermined criteria and scoring.  The Director monitored caregiver expenditures, sought 
additional resources and worked with the care manager for service/product solutions.  Two 
staff persons in most instances performed all program activities; therefore, initial staff was 
quite limited.  When a program is developed over a period of time; staff and clients can grow 
as the program grows, keeping overall expenses to a minimum.  You may wish to use current 
staff that can add this new responsibility to a current caseload. 

contact for the caregiver.  The Director completed a telephonic preliminary screening, using 
predetermined criteria and scoring.  The Director monitored caregiver expenditures, sought 
additional resources and worked with the care manager for service/product solutions.  Two 
staff persons in most instances performed all program activities; therefore, initial staff was 
quite limited.  When a program is developed over a period of time; staff and clients can grow 
as the program grows, keeping overall expenses to a minimum.  You may wish to use current 
staff that can add this new responsibility to a current caseload. 
  
  
  
Payment options, funding, program duration and provider agreements Payment options, funding, program duration and provider agreements 
  
Payment OptionsPayment Options 
 
Now the time has arrived to discuss payment options.  The two most common methods of 
payment are through reimbursement to the client for expenditures on allowable items 
and/or through a specified number of vouchers in varying amounts.  The debate between 
reimbursement and vouchers is discussed later in this Guidebook (Section V).  Some 
programs use a combination of the two (vouchers for services and reimbursement for 
products), while others shy away from the voucher system and use reimbursement 
exclusively for services and products.  You will need to determine the best path for your 
program.  Our expert in this area addresses the issue, its considerations and parameters in 
Section V. 
 
Funding 
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Tip: Your program does not have 
to be funded through Title III E, 
which requires a caregiver.  You 
may find that your community has 
many older adults living 
independently but without family.  
Funding without the requirement 
for a caregiver may be sought for 
this potential care receiver.  
Churches and community groups 
may initiate locally funded programs 
based on their own guidelines.  

Armed with all the information listed above and information 
in Section V of this Guidebook, it is now time to consider 
two very important issues: how the program will be funded 
(through public money, private donations, both or other 
options) and the duration of the self-directed care program.  
You should contact your local Area Agency on Aging to be  
included in their invitation to bid on various funds 
administered by the Administration on Aging.  Funding for your self- directed 
care program may be derived from Administration on Aging Title III-E money; however, in 
your service area, you will need to determine the status of those funds.  If your program is 
funded through the AoA Title III-E money, you will need to adhere to those program 
regulations.  If local III E monies have been expended, you will need to seek other sources 
of funding.  One possibility is a special allocation 
from your State Unit on Aging or through your 
legislature.  You will certainly need an advocate to 
navigate this path.  Advocates of services to older 
constituents are increasing in number in most states 
as the voting public ages.  Local public funding 
sources should include your Area Agency on Aging, 
city, county and state governments and officials, both 
elected and appointed.   
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In many communities, there are private sources of charitable giving.  For example, larger 
banks have trust departments.  Trust officers work with customers with resources and often 
participate in decisions about donations, grants and bequests.  One or more banks in your 
community may also be home to local foundations.  Often, smaller foundations are 
established through a trust department with decisions on funding made locally.  You should 
schedule an appointment with local trust officers (or trust officers at parent banks of your 
local branches) to determine the possibilities.   
 
Increasingly, small foundations are joining local community foundations.  Community 
foundations pool the resources of the many to enjoy the highest return on their investment 
and to have a standardized approach to disbursing funds.  A Board of Directors governs 
community foundations.  Unless the foundation has specifically chosen the organization to 
which its gift is made, foundations will distribute grant awards based on an area of focus 
such as aging. 
 
Nationally, there are funding opportunities for caregiving initiatives.  These include the Faith 
in Action grants from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.  Other national foundations 
may have ties to your community through an individual, business or industry.  Research into 
these possibilities will provide targeted information. 
 
 
Duration of Program:   
 
Will the program begin and proceed indefinitely or will its life be dictated by public support 
and dollars?  Will you need to raise money through private foundations or public funders 
such as your local State Unit on Aging, or will clients pay part or all of the costs?  Clearly, 
funding is an indicator of the timing and duration of your project.  However, the desire to 
provide a valuable service to benefit clients in need is also a driving force.  In fact, this one 
concept can guide your fundraising efforts and, thus, the duration of your program.  
Program development and cessation are, or should be, cause for much soul searching.  Once 
begun, programs quickly become a part of a client’s life and are not easily discontinued.  You 
should set your guidelines accordingly.  You should also be very clear with clients about the 
anticipated length of the program as well as information on additional potential funding.  
Each should be informed of the tenuous nature of some funding and therefore the need to 
plan for such an eventuality.  You may offer discharge planning as an option should the 
program be discontinued.  Beware of starting a program with little or no support or 
without a defined plan of continuation. 
 
 
Individual Allocation 
 
If your program is to be publicly funded, the client allocation may be dictated or parameters 
set in the Request for Proposal.  Your funding source may limit a decision about amount per 
client simply because of limited grant money.  Your fundraising skills, however, could greatly 
enhance other avenues of resource development.  However, if the allocation amount is to be 
determined by your agency, the demonstration project group offers several suggestions in 
the following paragraph.  Each of these will be influenced to some degree by your choice of 
voucher and/or reimbursement systems of payment.   
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In services such as personal care, when a family directly hires a caregiver, knowledge of tax 
law becomes very important.  In 2003, a person hired to work in the home can earn up to 
$1400 per year without paying income taxes.  (NOTE:  At the time of this Guidebook 
printing, the amount was $1400 per year; however, your CPA must be consulted annually for 
updates on this income ceiling.)  Therefore, the demonstration projects, with counsel from 
caregivers and a tax expert, determined that, with reimbursement or vouchers, the caregiver 
was best served by placing a ceiling of $1400 per year on the payment for services.  
However, an additional amount was allocated to caregivers for the purchase of supplies and 
products.   The total in some projects was an allocation of $2,000 per client per year with 
products and services clearly divided. 
 
When determining an appropriate allocation, you should consider how the money could best 
serve the greatest number of caregivers.  Stretching these monies is difficult for the agency as 
well as for the caregiver. 
 
Service Area 
 
Another important consideration is the service area.  You may choose to serve only one area 
as you develop and test your program.  On the other hand, you may choose to serve a more 
comprehensive area.  The choice will depend on program staffing, your current service area, 
and, as always, funding. 
 
Providers 
 

Tip:  It is important to define approved 
providers for your caregivers.  Further, 
caregivers should understand that the choice 
of provider rests with the caregiver, not with 
your agency.  An added bit of information to 
help:  approved providers does not mean 
endorsed providers.   

 After deciding payment methods and the 
listing of products and services, a list of 
approved providers should be developed.  
Approved providers, enrolled in the self-
directed care voucher program (if you 
choose to use vouchers), may be found in 
a list developed for the caregiver’s use.   
One by-product of the process of 
approving providers is the connection that is established by your agency with the business 
community.  You have an opportunity to share information about your self-directed care 
program and all the services your agency provides as well as to enlist their participation.  
Face-to-face interviews with the provider will enable you to judge the extent of commitment 
to the program and caregivers as well as to gather valuable input in the voucher process.  
Your agency will need to develop criteria by which providers are accepted. 
 
You will need to develop a formal written agreement with each provider (A sample may be 
found in the Appendix.).  Items to be included are 

 the paperwork you will expect from the provider,  
 types and intervals of communications between the provider and your agency, 

and  
 the procedure for paying the vouchers.   

This agreement ensures an understanding between the provider and your agency. 
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In the reimbursement method of payment, there may or may not be a list of approved 
providers.  There is, however, an agreement with caregivers.  Caregivers may patronize any 
business they wish, pay for the product and/or service and submit a receipt to your agency 
for reimbursement.  It is important, however, to provide clients with a list of items and 
services eligible to be reimbursed.  You will find that your agency will receive out of the 
ordinary requests for reimbursement from time to time.   Remember the word flexibility and 
the overall needs of your clients in the determination of care requirements. 
 
 
 

 Eligibility criteria and guidelines, waiting lists and caregiver allocation
 
Eligibility criteria  
 
Eligibility criteria should be established so that everyone has a clear understanding and 
picture of the caregiver.  You will need to determine the answers to questions such as 
 
 What income criteria, if any, must a caregiver meet?    
 Will you serve Medicaid caregivers?   
 Will you serve persons who are currently enrolled in non-Medicaid home and 

community based care programs or other home care services, such as Hospice?   
 Is there a level of physical need?  List the physical health criteria for enrollment. 
 How will you measure eligibility and will certain criteria be weighted, e.g. time 

projected until a care receiver’s transfer from home to assisted living or a nursing 
home? 

 Does your funding source require certain eligibility guidelines? 
 
Eligibility Guidelines 
 
Each of the Georgia projects was asked to design every element of their programs from 
eligibility standards to admissions and discharges.  The group had several lengthy discussions 
about eligibility and services to persons currently enrolled in one or more home care 
programs and those who had no service at that time.  The rationale of projects that folded 
current care receivers into the self-directed care program was the limitation in range of 
services, the intermittent delivery of care to needy caregivers and the fact that few received 
needed support.  Many caregivers were found to be in distress, ill, lacked appropriate or 
helpful information or too fatigued to make rational judgments but unconditionally 
committed to caring for loved ones.  Further, the care receiver was found to have much 
larger needs in order to prevent premature institutionalization.  Program teams who chose 
not to serve current care receivers simply stated that the demonstration project would allow 
them to fund care for caregivers, a relatively new phenomenon.  Further, by this support of 
unserved caregivers, care receivers, not previously enrolled in any program or service, were 
brought into the agency.   
 
For the most part, all demonstration projects used the same assessment forms.  A great deal 
of discussion was held about the use and value of assessment instruments, such as a 
depression scale.  Though there was some diversity of opinion and ultimate use of several 
scales, each project measured the status of each caregiver on the same variables, e.g. 
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nutrition.  Therefore, everyone agreed on the basic need to develop a comprehensive picture 
of the caregiver and care receiver for the development of an appropriate Care Plan. 
 
 
Waiting Lists and Client Assessment 
 
Waiting lists are frequently a normal part of any service agency, especially those serving older 
adults.  The method you currently employ in any home care program may serve as a guide.  
Generally, eligible clients are placed on a waiting list when either funding or staff is not 
available or a service is not available in a geographic area.  You may choose to enroll 
caregivers in the order in which they are placed on the waiting list.  Alternatively, you may 
choose flexibility in your movement of caregivers to the top.  This flexibility would allow 
caregivers in an emergency or with more critical and urgent needs to move ahead of less 
compelling needs. (You will need to define compelling needs for your records.)   Another option 
is to establish waiting list priorities.  You may choose to use key questions in your 
preliminary intake instrument to determine level of need.   There are scales and assessment 
instruments such as the Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire by Eric Pfeiffer, M.D. 
and the Determination of Need instrument to assist in waiting list positioning.  The DoN 
identifies levels of impairment and unmet needs for care.  Assessment instruments and 
forms may be found in the Appendix. 
 
 
 
 
Vouchers vs. reimbursement or both 
 
Certainly, an important consideration in the area of client allocations is the 
choice you make regarding the use of vouchers, reimbursement for services 
and/or products, or a combination of the two.  
  
A voucher is simply a coupon or ticket, which may be printed in certain 
denominations in book form, very much as a checkbook that has 
denomination amounts printed. For example, clients may receive a book of twenty-five $20 
vouchers or a book of vouchers with no denominations.  You may also use vouchers much 
as checks.  Printed vouchers would then have no set printed denomination.  The exact 
amount would be completed at the time of purchase.  Vouchers may be redeemed through 
one or more approved providers. (Your agency, as described earlier, screens and approves all 
providers.)  The number of books of vouchers or funding allocated per person per year is 
only limited by your funding.   
 
Vouchers may be used for over-the-counter medications, consumable supplies, 
transportation to the doctor, or a myriad of other products or services authorized by your 
agency.  One of the concerns of some agencies is the amount of credit a person receives 
from the redemption of a voucher.  Since vouchers are redeemed much as gift certificates, in 
many instances there will be change.  The change will take the form of credit, not currency.  
Though change is fine for the client, the record keeping in your agency office may require 
voucher fine-tuning so that all allocations are justified and documented.  NOTE:  There is no 
change with blank or predetermined amount vouchers. 
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Another issue the demonstration project group faced early in the self-directed care process 
was the issue of hiring individuals to care for a person at home.  Legally, as you can see in  
Another issue the demonstration project group faced early in the self-directed care process 
was the issue of hiring individuals to care for a person at home.  Legally, as you can see in  
Section V of this Guidebook, persons providing non-skilled personal care and 
homemaker/chore services in the home are considered employees, when performing these 
tasks at the direction of caregivers and/or family members.  There was some thinking that 
these paid caregivers might be independent contractors.  After much research and 
consultation with an expert in the tax code for home care workers; however, the fact of an 
employee-employer relationship became undeniable.  All conversation about independent 
contractors was then dismissed.  As the self-
directed care program is defined and discussed in 
this book, paid home care providers are 
employees and must be treated as such with taxes 
and benefits.  However, in 2003, employees can 
earn up to $1400 per year without reporting the 
income or obligation to pay taxes.   

Section V of this Guidebook, persons providing non-skilled personal care and 
homemaker/chore services in the home are considered employees, when performing these 
tasks at the direction of caregivers and/or family members.  There was some thinking that 
these paid caregivers might be independent contractors.  After much research and 
consultation with an expert in the tax code for home care workers; however, the fact of an 
employee-employer relationship became undeniable.  All conversation about independent 
contractors was then dismissed.  As the self-
directed care program is defined and discussed in 
this book, paid home care providers are 
employees and must be treated as such with taxes 
and benefits.  However, in 2003, employees can 
earn up to $1400 per year without reporting the 
income or obligation to pay taxes.   
  
All participants in a self-directed care program, 
whether receiving vouchers or reimbursement for 
allowable products and/or services, should be 
informed about the obligation to pay taxes for 
home care workers after they have reached the 
$1400 ceiling.  The client is always the 
employer and the home care worker the employe

All participants in a self-directed care program, 
whether receiving vouchers or reimbursement for 
allowable products and/or services, should be 
informed about the obligation to pay taxes for 
home care workers after they have reached the 
$1400 ceiling.  The client is always the 
employer and the home care worker the employe
  

Section V clearly and extensivelSection V clearly and extensivel
the employer and employee.  A 
forms is also included.  The choice
complex one requiring research an
decision is made, clients should be
and liabilities of project participati
program. 
 
 

You may choose to use reimbursement only in your s
one of the perceived and real drawbacks of reimburse
for an item or service up front to be reimbursed later, u
have money to front the purchase.  As we share this i
negatives of reimbursement, we also want you to kno
demonstration projects transitioned from vouchers o
the money necessary to make the purchase to be reim
program as a result. 
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      EXPERIENCE SPEAKS:    
     
Clients generally receive monthly 
reimbursement checks.  Books of 
vouchers may be distributed at the 
beginning of the program and quarterly 
thereafter.  Since vouchers are tangible 
and visible, some clients have a tendency
to hoard them.  The frequency of 
distribution and tracking of provider 

 

vouchers allows program managers to 
address voucher hoarding in a timely 
manner.
e.  (See Section V of this Guidebook.) e.  (See Section V of this Guidebook.) 
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Communication with the Client:  In a self-directed care program based solely on 
reimbursement, the agency should inform clients on a regular basis about the balance remaining in 
their overall allocation.  Some programs choose to make this a formal notice with monthly or 
quarterly statements.  Let’s say that Mr. Austin is a client in your program.  You have determined 
that you will allocate $2,000 per year to each client.  Mr. Austin presents you with receipts and a 
request for reimbursement each month.  The two of you have discussed how much, on average, per 
month Mr. Austin may spend to remain under the $2,000 cap.  One month, because of an acute 
illness, his expenses skyrocket and his request for reimbursement reflects this increase.  Your 
obligation as an agency and funding source is first to reimburse and then to inform the care 
manager of the situation.  Someone from your agency should consult with Mr. Austin about the 
impact of these additional expenses in the overall yearly budget.  Similar situations are relatively 
common in the households of older adults.  Your agency should plan to work with families on an 
ongoing basis to keep them up to date on the balance in their account.   

 

 
 
Publicity and Marketing Your Services 
 
Media:  When program infrastructure is in place, your funding secured, a few clients served, 
and, hopefully, any mistakes made and corrected, the time to publicize your new program 
has arrived.  When publicizing any new endeavor, you should take the opportunity to show 
the press the importance of the self-directed care program and all the programs provided by 
your agency.   Perhaps you have an established positive working relationship with one 
reporter from your local newspaper.  If so, he/she is your advocate and should be employed 
as such.  Invite that individual to your office and talk about the self-directed care program 
and the ways in which it differs from traditional services for older adults.  Emphasize the 
service for caregivers, the options, choice and control aspects of the program.  If you have 
clients enrolled in the program, you may wish to ask one family to speak to the reporter on 
the benefits experienced as a result of participation. Be sure to adequately prepare the family 
spokesman to respond positively to a reporter’s questions.   
 
CAUTION!  When speaking to newspaper reporters or being interviewed by someone 
from television or radio, speak carefully and deliberately to inform and convey your message.  
In fact, practice your answers to common questions.  This will help with any nervousness, 
but will also prepare you for the question/answer session.  It is so easy to speak off the 
cuff or to say something that you may later regret.  The practice sessions are very helpful 
in your measurement of responses.  Remember, your words can be taken out of context or 
can be a blend of several comments or responses.  The result of such an amalgam is that, 
when the article is published, the person interviewed does not recognize his/her remarks at 
all.  The same is true with television and radio.   
 
In today’s world, the public has become accustomed to making judgments based on the 20-
second sound bites seen and heard on nightly news broadcasts.  Remember that those sound 
bites are generally taken from interviews of greater length and then edited to fit the overall 
news format.  Of course, if you are interviewed live on television or radio, you have a much 
better chance of getting the whole message about self-directed care to the audience.  It is 
important to note here that reporters do not deliberately attempt to prejudice your message.  
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The time and space constraints felt by all media personnel compel them to condense, 
condense, condense. 
 
The beginning of an initiative such as the self-directed program is a time to brag, proclaim 
your excitement about this new endeavor and generally let your community know that your 
agency is really addressing the needs of older adults and families.  One way to do this, other 
than the interview, is to prepare a press release.  A press release will have your words in 
writing, so the chance for error decreases.  A press release should contain: 

 The name of your organization/agency 
 The name and contact information of the Director of your agency 
 The agency address 
    The date or earliest day on which you wish the release to be printed 
 Quotes from clients, your Director, others in the community familiar with     

your program/service, and, perhaps most important, 
    A readable, well-written story to engage the attention and heart of readers. You 

should be aware that your press release is also likely to experience a severe edit 
from publishers.  Usually, newspapers publish press releases on a space available 
basis (unless the news is astounding…which yours is, of course).  The space is 
determined by size of news stories and leftover spaces to fill in columns. 

 
 

       EXPERIENCE SPEAKS:  Be prepared for a barrage of phone calls  
           in response to any media promotion and/or speaking engagements.  Caregivers and 
families are eager for information and services that will help relieve the stress of caregiving. 
Your new program will receive many inquiries and have the opportunity to assist families 
because of your publicity efforts. 

 
 
Speaking Engagements:  Perhaps you have had occasion to speak to professional 
membership organizations or other groups, such as churches and synagogues, in your 
community.  You will be familiar with setting up these engagements and the audience.  If, 
however, you are unfamiliar with the speaking circuit in promotion of your program or service, 
the following are a few pointers:  
 

•    Every community has a Lions Club, a Rotary Club and other civic organizations that 
meet either weekly or monthly.  Community organizations include medical groups 
such as hospital auxiliaries, chapters of your state’s nurses association and medical 
societies.  Other organizations include your local AARP chapter, retired teachers 
organizations and the Telephone Pioneers (a group of phone company retirees).  
These groups always welcome programs and speakers from the community.  In the 
case of groups meeting weekly, such as Rotary, scheduling 50-52 programs a year is 
quite a challenge; therefore, your offer to present will likely be positively accepted.  
Though you will want to promote your self-directed care program, this is also an 
excellent opportunity to talk about the total spectrum of services offered by your 
agency and/or to speak to the issue of aging and its impact on your community.   
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

   You will need to locate the President or Program Chairperson for each 
club/organization and make your request to speak.  Local Chambers of Commerce 
may maintain an organization book with a listing of all the clubs and organizations in 
the community as well as their officers.  Though the list may not be current, if you 
contact last year’s President, he/she will inform you about appropriate contacts for 
this year. 

 
Faith-based organizations, too, solicit speakers for their men’s clubs/classes, 
women’s groups, church or synagogue gatherings and socials.  You will need to 
contact pastors, priests, rabbis or other leaders to discuss a speaking engagement. 

 
Professional organizations often have targeted themes or charities to which they 
make an annual commitment or in which they have interest.  For example, the 
Society of Human Resource Managers is especially interested in programs on aging 
as they daily encounter employees with eldercare responsibilities and problems.   
 
There are also local women’s clubs and groups such as chapters of Altrusa 
International in which speakers are invited and donations made.  The sole purpose of 
Altrusa, for instance, is to raise money to assist agencies and programs such as yours.   
 
Since each community is different, you will need to gather the names and vital 
information about groups with which your agency might have a natural connection.  
Add to this listing those groups most likely to support your program and you can 
easily become a regular speaker.  You could also be invited to join the club, and then 
you can work from the inside.  

 
Don’t forget your local government.  You may have an opportunity, through the 
sponsorship or suggestion of an elected official, to speak at a Council or 
Commission meeting.  Take it!  You may come away with some funding and/or the 
offer to help in other ways. 

 
 Literally, everyone you meet offers an opportunity.  Now, you don’t want to be the 

person for whom everyone crosses the street to avoid your pitch.  You do, however, 
want to enthusiastically inform all potential donors, participants, as well as other 
appropriate individuals about the self-directed care program.  So often, donations or 
offers to help come from an exchange occurring months and even years before.  
One never knows the extent to which individuals are touched by a program on a 
worthy service or project. 

 
 
Word of Mouth and Client Referral 
 
A very valuable referral source is the local Area Agency on Aging.  Most AAAs provide 
information and referral services and may have developed a comprehensive database of 
services.  If your program is not included, make sure you get the information to them as a 
resource for caregivers.   
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Perhaps the best publicity comes from word of mouth.  Once your program starts, one 
client or family member will tell friends and relatives about your services and you are off and 
running.  Current clients are great marketers for your agency.  Your roster will soon be full 
and funds will likely be used or committed in short order.   
 
Positive is an important word to remember when you serve the community.  Positive word of 
mouth about your agency, this or another program travels well and, sometimes, fast.  
Negative word of mouth, however, travels faster and is very difficult to combat.  You may 
have had some experience with this.  Marketing gurus tell us that positive comments about 
a service, product, business or program are generally shared with 3-5 (three to five) 
people, while negative comments are shared, according to one study, with 8-16 (eight 
to sixteen) people.  The point is well made; bad news or a poor reputation receives wider 
credence than good news.   
 
Customer service is the key to positive reviews.  When someone from your agency hears of 
a problem with a client, the Director should be informed.  A corrective plan of action should 
be developed and a personal visit to the client made.  The positive word of mouth from 
simple exchanges and a speedy repair will help your total mission in the community.  
  
 
 
 
Resources and Partnerships 
 
In the course of developing your self-directed care program, you will have occasion to seek 
aid from as well as provide resources to each community served.  Your program has an 
opportunity to tie a myriad of resources together specifically for your caregivers.  Indeed, 
you have a responsibility to do so to best serve the caregiver.  These community resources 
may include  
 Area Agencies on Aging and other agencies and organizations serving older adults,  
 faith-based organizations with ministries to their older members,  
 membership organizations that concentrate on one focus per year or two,  
 the medical community,  
 local hospital(s),  
 health clubs (especially those in search of older adults who can use the facility during 

work hours),  
 banks that have large numbers of older customers or that are targeting this market, 
 discount or retail outlets such as Wal-Mart,  
 durable medical equipment providers, and  
 many other organizations or groups found in your community.   

  
Don’t forget other valuable resources such as your local library, its talking books program 
and video lending library.  NOTE:  Our demonstration projects purchased books and 
videos on caregiving and home care, developing their own lending libraries.  Many caregivers 
took advantage of this accessible and user-friendly resource. 
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If you are developing a supply storehouse for your caregivers and care receivers in urgent 
need, in addition to purchasing some items, you may wish to locate one or more donors 
(either the business from whom you will purchase or a community organization) to provide 
all incontinent supplies and/or nutritional supplements, for example.  In some instances, 
when large retailers who sell disposables are clearing their shelves and re-stocking, they will 
remove nutritional supplements with an upcoming expiration date.  Since these items will be 
discarded, these retailers are often willing to donate the supplements to a 
charitable/nonprofit group such as yours.  You will need to discuss with the manufacturer or 
store pharmacist the efficacy and safety of the items as well as their retention of nutrients.  
However, you will likely find that the supplements are safely consumable.  This is truly one 
of those win-win situations as the retailer or pharmacy is able to donate items important to 
your clients and receive a tax deduction for charitable giving.  You may also consider 
partnering with your local food bank for resources such as nutritional supplements. 
 
Another consideration for your caregivers and care receivers is contact with a pharmaceutical 
sales representative.  The representative may have a supply of drug samples with imminent 
expiration dates.  Your program may become a regular recipient of this type donation.   
 
In your search for resources, you may wish to ask your staff and caregivers about needs and 
any current sources of supplies, services, and equipment.  Responses will literally establish 
your road map to resource gathering.   You will also want to secure as many assistive device 
and technology catalogs from reputable firms as possible.   Not only will these catalogs 
prove to be rich resources for families, but you will see new products as they are introduced 
to the marketplace.  Caregivers and care receivers will be the beneficiaries of your constant 
review of such catalogs.  (Our listing of resources is found in Appendix F.) 
 
If your self-directed care program is to focus on caregivers, as have the Georgia projects, 
there are multiple program resources to aid in your development and operation.    
 
For example, you may wish to  
 Tip:  In self-directed care 

programs for older adults, 
the volatility of clients is 
increased.  Persons 
enrolling in a program and 
may, on the next day, 
become totally debilitated 
and move to a nursing 
home.  The reality of client 
death also looms in our 
aging programs as well.  
This client volatility creates 
continuous admissions and 
discharges just to maintain 
one slot.  You should be 
prepared for this. 

• research the capability of your local Area Agency on Aging, 
especially in the areas of program development and 
assistance 

 
• conduct a web search for information on self-directed care 

and caregiver resources, e.g. literature, caregiving tips, or 
sources of products;   

• contact organizations such as the Rosalynn Carter Institute 
on Caregiving for information (www.rosalynncarter.org); 

• contact someone within the developmental or physical 
disability communities in your state or community to gather 
information on their model of self-directed care; or  

• contact other organizations/agencies that have developed 
and implemented self-directed care programs for 
caregivers. 
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This Guidebook, too, is designed to offer you a real life resource based on the experiences of 
the AoA-funded demonstration projects in Georgia. 

 
Out of your mission and your networking, partnerships will begin to form.  You may also 
decide early in program development that you want to develop an alliance with certain 
community partners.  As a result, you should launch a concerted effort to attract, negotiate 
with, and enlist the help of those targeted groups.  With planned or unplanned relationships, 
the development of partnerships is critical to the success of your self-directed care program.  
A few benefits of partnering are: 
 

 better service to a diverse population, 
 resource sharing, 
 collaboration on specific projects and tasks, 
 increasing your depth of program expertise,  
 community education about your agency and its services, and  
 added attractiveness to funding sources. 

 
As a result of collaborating and your exhaustive gathering of resources, several very positive 
by-products may arise.  In our projects, community partnerships resulted in caregiver forums 
and workshops, caregiver fairs, health fairs, seminars/workshops on specific diseases such as 
Alzheimer’s and other dementias, and the development of support groups.  
 
 
 

 
Admission and Discharge Procedures 

Admission Policies and Procedures 
 

Tip:  Because of the sheer 
volume of information you give 
the caregiver and/or family on 
program admission, you should 
expect the need to repeat all or 
part of it, sometimes several 
times.  Program policies and 
procedures may be particularly 
confusing.  If you are using 
vouchers, repetition of usage 
instructions is to be expected.  
Completing vouchers correctly 
proved to be a sizeable problem 
for many caregivers. 

Now that your agency has progressed through the preliminary developmental steps based on 
your market survey, potential sources of funding are secure, some of the basic program 
infrastructure is in place, admission and discharge policies, and procedures are the critical 
next steps.  You may wish to review and use the forms included in the Appendix B of 
this Guidebook as pointers or in replication.  Or, you 
may wish to devise forms specific to your area and client 
needs.  In any event, each form will likely arise from the 
actual policies and procedures you put in place.  
 
On admission, gathering maximum caregiver and care 
receiver information will be important. For example, you 
will not only need the caregiver’s and care receiver’s name, 
address, telephone number and other basic demographics, 
but you should also obtain alternative telephone numbers, 
e.g. a neighbor or close relative phone.  You may need 
Social Security numbers at some point in the development 
and operation of your program; therefore, it is probably 
expedient to gather that information in the initial interview.  
All contact information should be easily located and 
available to program and care managers, particularly in the case of an emergency.   
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Tip:  To assist caregivers and 
families as they attempt to 
understand the Self-Directed 
Care Program and its 
components and  requirements, 
you should plan to develop a 
Client Handbook.  A sample 
of suggested components is 
found in Appendix J. 

The demonstration project programs found several non-
policy, non-procedural aspects of the admission process 
to be vital to caregivers.  Though these are not unique to 
this self-directed care program and you have likely 
experienced the same, they bear repeating in this context.  
When the care manager is in the home for caregiver 
assessment, the rapport he/she establishes with the 
caregiver and/or other family members present will be 
essential to a positive, long-term relationship.  Therefore, 
the first minutes of the conversation should be a time in 

which the care manager employs his/her keenest skills as a communicator.  Caregivers 
generally need your time in listening to the range of challenges they experience.  Your care 
manager may be one of the few persons to visit that caregiver either that day or in many 
days.  The exchange, therefore, between the care manager and caregiver can clarify 
information about the program and the options, and lead to accurate gathering of data.   
 
The assessment and admissions process will eventually paint a picture of an individual with 
conventional needs, as well as one who may have uncommon or unusual requests specific to 
his/her situation.  Each item on your admissions form should contribute to a holistic 
portrait of the caregiver, care receiver and the physical, social, emotional needs and status of 
each. 
 
As you discuss the program with clients and/or families, clarity must be your focus.  With so 
much information presented in one conversation, there is a great likelihood that the message 
may be confused and some of the policies and/or procedures misunderstood.  Even when 
information is presented to a caregiver in written form, it can also be misconstrued or 
misunderstood.  Therefore, your presentation should be crystal clear and free of ambiguities. 
 
Caregivers need information and access to tax requirements that affect their use of the self-
directed care services.  If a caregiver or other family member is engaged in hiring and 
firing of employees, information presented in Section V of this Guidebook will 
provide a detailed overview of employment issues including tax requirements.  
 
You may wish to re-phrase some of the information so that all caregivers easily understand 
it.  Issues of employment and taxes must be a part of your initial conversation.  In some 
instances, caregivers will choose not to participate in the program when they hear your 
discussion on these two issues.  Tax information, by its very nature, can be confusing and 
frightening.  Your responsibility is to inform without adding to the fear or concern of the 
caregiver.  Always, the client should be asked to seek his/her own counsel (CPA or attorney) 
as well.   
 

Tip:  The health condition of older 
adults can deteriorate rapidly.   Therefore, 
you should plan on regularly scheduled 
reassessments.  Otherwise, the caregiver 
and care receiver may be at risk. 

 
Discharge Policies and Procedures 
 
Discharge policies and procedures may also include 
policies about a caregiver’s exclusion from the 
program and should be explained clearly to the 
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caregiver on the first visit.  
 Your discharge policies may include discharge based on  

 nursing home placement, 
 death of the care receiver, 
  issues of caregiver abuse and/or neglect 
 caregiver’s continuing to meet program eligibility criteria,  
 caregiver noncompliance, and    
 caregiver fraud. 

 
 
Case Files, Care Plan and Contingency Plan 
 
Case Files 
 
Generally, in the demo project programs, assessments were performed on both caregiver 
and care receiver.  There were some exceptions, however.  Therefore, to distinguish any 
differences, notations will be made in the following manner:  CR=care receiver and 
CG=caregiver.  
 
For your information, our projects suggest that a typical case file should include the 
following: 
 
CR, CG  demographic information about the care receiver and caregiver;  
CR, CG            caregiver and care receiver health information including name and contact  

                      information of physician(s), medical diagnoses and medications;  
CR, CG            information on abilities, e.g. ambulation, self-care; 
CR, CG information on orientation and possible dementia; 
CR                    a functional assessment with Activities of Daily Living assessed;  
CR                    the results of a nutritional screening;  
CR the results of a mental status exam; 
CR or CG notation as to depression presence or lack thereof; 
CR, CG notes regarding observations and questions about home safety; 
CR, CG a description of the environment;   
CR, CG   a citation of the need for certain services, the arrangements to initiate  

   service(s); 
CR   a listing of assistive devices, equipment and consumable and/or disposable  
     supplies required by the care receiver; (the care manager will also inform the  
      caregiver and document information about other resources);  
CR                    the client participation agreement; 
CR, CG a signed release of information form; and 
CR, CG a signed release of agency liability: 
 
The following should be in every folder: 
 time sheets of personal care attendants/paid caregivers; 

 an itemized list of approved purchases for reimbursement or copies of    
 redeemed vouchers;  
 discharge date and reason,  
 provider agreement forms, and the Care Plan. 
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NOTE:  Additional forms may be required by different government agencies, e.g. IRS.  See Section 
V for more information. 
 
 
Care Plan 
 
When the care manager makes an initial home visit and completes the assessment forms, 
he/she will develop a Care Plan specifically for that individual and his/her situation.  To 
assist in designing the Plan, all information gathered in the personal interview, along with 
other information such as medical data gathered from the caregiver’s and care receiver’s 
primary care physician, will be matched with the caregiver’s needs and wishes.  All 
information gathered on assessment forms (samples found in Appendix B) is important to 
the appropriate development of a Care Plan and the goal setting with the caregiver.   
 
A Care Plan, then, is the result of analyzing data gathered, the development of goals with 
caregiver partnering, and an overview of services by each provider.  Caregiver goals should 
be directly paired with services to improve his/her situation or health status.   
 
A Care Plan should also contain a record of assessment and reassessment dates, carefully 
outlining a methodical listing of face-to-face encounters as well as phone calls to the 
caregiver and provider for updated information.   A Care Plan should stand alone and serve 
as a care map for each caregiver.  Further, any care manager should be able to read a case file 
and Care Plan and continue its implementation in the event that the care manager of record 
is absent or leaves the agency.   
 
Caregivers and care receivers, if possible, should be involved in the development of the Care 
Plan and very familiar with its contents, especially the goals to which he/she has agreed.  In 
fact, the caregiver’s signature on the Plan is a sign of his/her agreement and consent to 
services. In a self-directed care program, the caregiver chooses the service and provider 
based on the outcome of the Care Plan development.  If your program provides flexibility for 
the hiring of family and friends, the care manager will need to provide all tax information to 
the caregiver and gather information about the proposed family or friends to be involved in 
care. 
 
 
Contingency Plan  
 
Since no system is perfect and humans have emergencies, make mistakes, and 
miscommunicate, the agency, along with the caregiver, should develop a Contingency Plan in 
addition to the Care Plan.  A Contingency Plan is particularly important when you serve 
individuals in their homes.  A situation may occur in which a family caregiver is incapacitated 
unexpectedly and the care receiver is unable to care for him/herself.  Your agency will need 
to have prior information on procedures to follow should this emergency arise.  The 
Contingency Plan should reside with the caregiver; however, the agency will retain a copy to 
be used if requested by the caregiver.  The Contingency Plan is not a Power of Attorney or 
other legal document.  It is merely a guide and listing of the wishes of the caregiver for 
emergencies only. 
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A Contingency Plan should contain basic demographic information such as name of care 
receiver and caregiver, address, and phone number.  Other vital information will include 
Social Security Numbers, Medicare/Medicaid/other insurance policy numbers, name of 
physician and his/her contact information.  Sample Contingency Plan forms are located 
in the Appendix B. 
 
 
 
 
Training for Families and Caregivers 
 
When the issue of training paid caregivers arises, there are several areas to be thoroughly 
discussed and researched.  Perhaps the crux of the matter is clearly defining the trainer and 
the trainee.  As you will see in Section V, the area of hiring and employing caregivers is 
fraught with dilemma.  Training is one of those.  If your agency chooses to provide training 
directly to paid providers, you may be seen as the employer and thus liable for taxes and 
other obligations of the employee/trainee.  If you offer training to the family or designee of 
the family, but not the paid provider, the lines between you, the family and the paid provider 
are no longer blurred.  The trained family member can then train the paid provider, since, 
legally, the family is the caregiver’s employer.  Caregivers are free to use the materials you 
have developed for training and may use them in training the paid provider(s).  In essence, as 
the agency, you will be training the trainer, not training the employee. 
 
Further, as the lead agency, you can provide information to the family about other 
appropriate and relevant training opportunities in the community by other organizations, 
such as the Red Cross.  Again, you are offering training support to the caregiver and care 
receiver, but are maintaining an arm’s length relationship with the paid provider. 
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IV. Georgia Demonstration Projects and Successes 
 
 

In 2001, five Area Agencies on Aging were awarded grants to participate as demonstration 
projects in the development of a self-directed care program for older Georgians.  The 
following is a list of awardees: 
 
 

Area Agency on Aging Program Director Self-Directed Care Program 
Provider 

Legacy Link, Inc. Ms. Pat Fry Legacy Link, Inc. 
Southwest Georgia  

Council on Aging, Inc. 
Ms. Nancy Harper Southwest Georgia  

Council on Aging, Inc. 
Central Savannah River  
Area Agency on Aging 

Ms. Georgia Jopling Augusta  
Alzheimer’s Association 

Heart of Georgia Altamaha  
Area Agency on Aging 

Ms. Melina Edmund Concerted Services, Inc. 

Southern Crescent  
Area Agency on Aging 

Ms. Sally Richter Carelink Ameri Corps 

 
As is seen the table above, three AAAs subcontracted with direct service providers to deliver 
services and distribute funds, while two AAAs, as freestanding nonprofit (501c3) agencies, 
developed and implemented the self-directed care program. 
 
 
 

 
       Success Story 
 
Ms. Jones cared for her mother three years after moving her from the North to 
Georgia.  When the care manager visited to complete the application, the visit was 
five hours long.   The caregiver needed someone with whom she could share her 
own story of serious illness.  Now, she was caring for a bed-bound mother with 
dementia.  The caregiver, whose husband was an alcoholic and whose 18-year-old 
son was also a problem, needed support.  Through the Caregiver Program, she 
found someone to bathe her mother once a week, giving her time to go to the 
hairdresser.  The caregiver used an allocation for incontinence supplies, nutritional 
supplements, skin care products and other products needed by her mother.  After 
six months in the program, the caregiver called the care manager in great 
excitement.  Things had vastly improved in her home.  Her husband had ceased 
drinking and attended regular AA meetings. In addition, her husband and son had 
developed a new respect for the caregiver.  She planned a brief anniversary trip 
using part of her allocation for her mother’s respite care.   She credited the changes 
to the Family Caregiver Program. 
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When asked to conceive a self-directed care program for caregivers, Georgia’s Area Agencies on Aging submitted proposals.  The 
five selected to develop this program had many similarities; however, in each case, there were significant differences.  The following 
table lists the program emphasis and the type of payment first envisioned and implemented. 
 

Table 1 
Start-up 

 

 

Area Agency on Aging Initial Program Emphasis 
Initial Client Funding 

Mechanism 

Legacy Link, Inc. 
Personal Care (no Family or Friends), 
Disposable and Consumable Supplies Vouchers 

Southwest Georgia Council on Aging, Inc. 
Personal Care including Friends and/or Family, 

Disposable and Consumable Supplies, 
Equipment such as adaptive devices 

Voucher Only 

Central Savannah River Area Agency on Aging 
Adult Day Care, In-home Respite (including 
Family or Friends) and Consumable Supplies  Voucher Only 

Heart of Georgia Altamaha  
Area Agency on Aging 

Personal Care including Friends and Family, 
Disposable and Consumable Supplies Voucher Only 

Southern Crescent Area Agency on Aging Home Adaptations and Ramps Only Reimbursement  

NOTE:  Personal care includes homemaker services, respite services, hair care, physical therapy, and occupational therapy. 
 
Shortly after project initiation, some AAAs, once enthusiastic about the use of vouchers, found them to be cumbersome for 
caregivers and demanding enormous record keeping from a skeleton staff.  Further, overall, caregivers hoarded voucher coupons as 
they attempted to keep them as insurance against a serious need or rainy day.  In most instances, the serious need and rainy day was 
at hand, as was noted on their admissions forms.  Caregiver self-assessment, however, indicated that they felt that they were in 
better physical condition than did the care manager, relatives and/or friends.  Caregivers, then, determined that their condition 
would deteriorate and the use of vouchers would be needed at that time.  An additional educational initiative was begun to help 
caregivers understand or, in some cases, hear about the use of vouchers in a timely manner.  Caregivers also felt that their family 
member would get worse and that respite would be needed later in the illness.  The educational initiative, along with support from 
care managers, helped caregivers employ respite and other services and/or products in a more measured fashion.  
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The following table is the current status of program focus and the funding mechanism for each of the five demonstration projects.  
As you can see, the majority evolved and transitioned to a more comprehensive array of services for caregivers.  The funding mechanism, too, evolved 
based on the wishes of the clients and the overall assessment by project staff.  In fact, there was a coming together of program 
services and funding mechanisms among all programs. 
 

Table 2 
Current Program Focus and Caregiver Funding 

 

Area Agency on Aging Program Emphasis 
Client Funding 

Mechanism  

Legacy Link, Inc. 
Personal Care Services (no Family or Friends), Disposable 

and Consumable Supplies Voucher Only for all Services 

Southwest Georgia Council on 
Aging, Inc. 

Personal Care Services including Friends and/or Family, 
Disposable and Consumable Supplies, Equipment such as 
adaptive devices, Yard Services, Home Maintenance and 

Repair 

Reimbursement Only 

Central Savannah River Area 
Agency on Aging 

 Adult Day Care, In-home Respite (Family and/or Friends), 
and Consumable Supplies  

Voucher for Services 
Reimbursement for Products 

Heart of Georgia Altamaha Area 
Agency on Aging 

Personal Care including Friends and Family, Disposable and 
Consumable Supplies, Yard and Lawn Care Reimbursement for Services 

Southern Crescent Area  
Agency on Aging 

Home Adaptations and Ramps, Home Maintenance, 
Personal Care Services, Disposable and Consumable Supplies Reimbursement Only 
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For your information, the following tables provide certain details of interest, e.g. t
service/product usage, average monthly and annual expenditure per caregiver ove
 
 
 
 
 

 

Area Agency on 
Aging 

Year One Serv

Unduplicated 
Clients Served

Se

 
 

Adult 
Day 
Care 

Personal Care Respite Supp
Me

Legacy Link, Inc. 27    2% 82

Southwest 
Georgia Council 
on Aging, Inc. 

25    15% 38% 20

Central Savannah 
River 

Area Agency on 
Aging 

35     22% 78%

Heart of Georgia 
Altamaha 

Area Agency on 
Aging 

47    18% 33% 34

Southern Crescent 
Area Agency on 

Aging 
52     

Table 3 
Caregivers Served; Product and S

Year One
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Repairs 
Home 
Mods 

Transport Other 

     % 4% 12%

     % 6% 1% 19% 1%

    

     % 11% 1% 2% 1%

    9% 91%

ervice Usage 

                                                                                        34 



 
 

Area Agency on 
Aging 

Year Two Service  

Unduplicated 
Clients Served 

Services 

 
 

Adult 
Day 
Care 

Personal 
Care Respite Supplies 

Meds 
Chore/
Lawn 

Repair
Home
Mods

Legacy Link, Inc. 26       2% 85% 5%

Southwest 
Georgia Council 
on Aging, Inc. 

37      11% 13% 26% 11% 29%

Central Savannah 
River 

Area Agency on 
Aging 

35       18% 47% 35%

Heart of Georgia 
Altamaha 

Area Agency on 
Aging 

43 
      14% 23% 31% 15% 12%

Southern Crescent  
Area Agency on 

Aging 
57      27% 73%

Table 4 
Caregivers Served; Product and Service Usage 

Year Two
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Transport Other 
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   1% 9%

  

   2% 3%

  



Table 5 
Annual and Monthly Expenditures Per Caregiver 

Years One and Two 

Area Agency on Aging Year One Expenditure Per Client Year Two Expenditure Per Client 

 
Clients 
Served 

 
Annual 

Expenditure 
 

 
Average 
Monthly 

Expenditure 
 

 
 

Clients 
Served 

 
Annual 

Expenditure 
 

 
Average 
Monthly 

Expenditure 
 

Legacy Link, Inc. 27      $1770.00 $295.00 26 $1885.00 $209.00

Southwest Georgia Council on 
Aging, Inc. 

25      $2440.69 $203.39 37 $1668.68 $139.06

Central Savannah River  
Area Agency on Aging 

35      $1200.00 $145.03 35 $1200.00 $145.03

Heart of Georgia Altamaha 
Area Agency on Aging 

47      $1007.20 $100.72 43 $1324.97 $147.22

Southern Crescent  
Area Agency on Aging 

52      $480.00 $254.00 57 $577.95 $160.00
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Lessons Learned 
 

The Georgia demonstration project staff developed a list of Lessons 
Learned for you.  These are shared from our experience with self-directed 
care and services for caregivers.  Enjoy. 
 

1. Families really do want to care for their loved ones. 
 

2. Caregivers are less likely to hire formal help.  If given a choice, they 
prefer to hire people they know, family members or church family. 

 
3. Caregivers are truly frugal with funds and are not wasteful of 

resources. 
 

4. Caregivers like the flexibility of controlling the schedule and being 
able to hire help for non-traditional business hours. 

 
5. With a self-directed care program, the caregivers seem to call more 

and ask more questions. 
 

6. Caregivers become more involved and operate at their own pace 
when they can control services. 

 
7. Sometimes the paperwork is too complicated for caregivers. 

 
8. A clearly defined list of products and services for 

reimbursement/voucher use is imperative. 
 

9. There is no one way to develop a self-directed care program. 
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V. Legal and Financial Considerations   
 Prepared by Susan A. Flanagan, M.P.H. 

 
 

A. INTRODUCTION 
 
The aging community has increasingly become interested in self-directed care as an option 
designed to maximize consumer choice and control over the services they receive and the 
individuals who provide them.  A number of self-directed care projects across the country 
have focused primarily on persons with physical and developmental disabilities with 
Medicaid and foundation funding. 
 
In the fall of 2001, the Georgia Division of Aging Services was awarded a grant from the 
U.S. Administration on Aging (AoA) to develop self-directed care models for the non-
Medicaid elderly population.  Funding for the project was from the National Family 
Caregiver Support Program, the component added to the re-authorized Older Americans 
Act.  Specifically, the Georgia project will: 
 

• 

• 

Increase service options by developing five self-directed care projects in rural 
areas that can be replicated in other states, and 

 
Evaluate the effects of self-directed care by adapting and administering to 
caregivers participating in voucher programs the Caregiver Support and Satisfaction 
Survey, currently in use by states participating in the federal Administration on 
Aging’s Performance Outcome Measurement Project (POMP). 

 
With choice and control come responsibilities, many of which are imposed by federal, state 
and local tax, insurance and program rules and regulations.  The use of public funds to 
support self-directed programs “raises the bar” for state and local program agencies, 
providers, service recipients and their caregivers to meet these requirements.  A challenge for 
state and local governments implementing consumer-directed support service programs is 
balancing the individuals’ and caregivers’ desire for enhanced choice and control over the 
services and supports they receive and the workers who provide them with regulatory 
compliance, program accountability and liability and service recipients’ health and safety.  A 
challenge for states with AoA grants, such as Georgia, is to determine how to disburse 
needed grant funds to caregivers while ensuring that federal, state and local employment 
taxes and insurances have been paid as required, if grant funds are used by caregivers to hire 
support workers directly. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE PHILOSOPHIES OF CONSUMER-DIRECTION, SELF-
DETERMINATION AND INTERMEDIARY SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 

 
Increasingly, states are developing and implementing models of home and community-based 
services that are grounded in the principles of consumer-direction and self-determination.  An 
August 2001 descriptive inventory of consumer-directed support service programs, funded 
by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, reported 49 of 50 states had or were 
in the process of implementing one or more support service programs using a consumer-
directed or self-determination approach (Doty and Flanagan, 2002). 
 
Consumer direction is a philosophy and orientation to the delivery of home and community-
based care that puts informed individuals and their caregivers in the driver’s seat with respect 
to making choices about how best to meet their need for support services (Doty and 
Flanagan, 2002).  It has developed, in part, from the disability rights and independent living 
movements.   
 
There are a number of key principles related to consumer direction.  First, there is a 
presumption that individuals with disabilities and chronic conditions and caregivers are the 
experts regarding their service needs.  Second, there is an acknowledgement that different 
types of services warrant different levels of professional involvement.  Third, it is assumed 
that choice and control can and should be introduced into the service delivery system.  
Fourth, not only do consumer-directed service systems support the dignity of the people 
requiring the service, but they can be less costly when properly designed.  Finally, consumer 
direction should be available to elders and persons with disabilities regardless of payer.  
Individuals tend to self-direct their home-based support services in consumer-directed 
support service programs, however, many programs also allow individuals to enlist the 
assistance of a representative (i.e., family, friends or other caregiver) of their choice to assist 
them in managing their services and supports. 
 
Self-Determination originated among advocates for the mentally retarded/ 
developmentally disabled.  It has long been associated with deinstitutionalization and 
emphasizes person-centered planning, individual budgeting and participant-directed supports.  Self-
determination carries a more global connotation of the individual taking charge and asserting 
his/her preferences in all areas of everyday life, not simply with respect to a Medicaid-
funded home-based support service (e.g., personal care).  Both the philosophies of consumer 
direction and self-determination are significant departures from the traditional agency-based 
support service delivery system.   
 
It should be noted that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) prefer states 
to use the term self-direction when referring to consumer-directed and self-determination 
programs and services.  However, when a person sees the terms, consumer or participant 
direction, self-determination and self-direction, they should know these terms represent similar 
philosophies. 
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TABLE 6 
 

TYPES OF INTERMEDIARY SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS (ISOs) 
 

ISO Model Operating Entity Worker’s Employer of Record ISO Responsibilities 
Fiscal Conduit  Government or Vendor Individual or representative 

unless the person choose to use 
agency-based services. 

Disburse public funds via cash or voucher payments to 
individuals/representatives and related duties (e.g., invoicing 
state, processing worker time sheets, preparing and distributing 
reports to State program agency and individual/representatives). 

Government 
Employer Agent   

State/County/Municipality 
(Section 3504 of the IRS 
Code and Rev. Proc. 80-4) 

Individual or representative 
unless the person chooses to use 
agency-based services. 

Per Section 3504 of the IRS Code and Rev. Proc. 80-4, acts as an 
employer agent for individuals/representatives for the limited 
purpose of withholding, filing and depositing federal 
employment taxes.  May also invoice a state for public funds, 
manage payroll and distribute workers’ payroll checks and pay 
other vendors as required.  Some entities also broker worker’s 
compensation and other insurances on behalf of 
individuals/representatives.   

Vendor Employer 
Agent  

Vendor (Section 3504 of the 
Code and Rev. Proc. 70-6) 

Individual or representative 
unless the person chooses to use 
agency-based services. 

Same tasks as performed by a Government Employer Agent as 
described above except that the vendor entity performs the 
employer agent functions in accordance with IRS Rev. Proc. 70-
6.  

Agency with 
Choice  

Agency (e.g., CIL,  AAA, 
Social Service or Home 
Health Agency) 

Agency or its subcontracting 
agency  

Invoice a state for public funds, process employment documents 
and criminal background checks on workers, manage all aspects 
of payroll for individuals/representatives.  May also provide 
support services as described below, worker training, and 
performance monitoring. 

Supportive 
(including 
Support Brokers) 

Distinct vendor, individual, 
or provided through other 
ISO models 

Individual/representative or 
agency 

Provides an array of supportive services to individuals, 
representatives and, on a limited basis, to workers including: 
individual assessments, employer skills training, assistance with 
recruiting and hiring regular and relief workers, and developing 
and maintaining worker registries. 

Spectrum Agency (e.g., CIL, AAA, 
Home Health or Social 
Service Agency) 

Individual/representative or 
agency 

Provides all of the ISO (either 3401(d)(1) or 3504 Fiscal services) 
services under an umbrella CD-support service program either 
directly or through the use of subcontractors. 
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B. INTERMEDIARY SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 
 
As mentioned in the Introduction, with the increased choice and control that comes with 
consumer-directed support service programs comes responsibilities, many of which are 
imposed by federal and state rules and regulations.  In the past, to reduce the employer-related 
burden for individuals and their caregivers, some state program agencies (and individuals and caregivers) 
treated consumer-directed support service workers, incorrectly, as independent contractors.  The 2001 IRS 
National Taxpayer Advocates Report stated in general, home based workers are employees 
and not independent contractors.  In addition, in the IRS proposed Notice 2003-70, 
Question 5, Who is the common law employer of a home-care service worker? the Service responded 
with the following answer: 

Generally, the service recipient is the employer of the home-care service provider if the 
service recipient has the right to direct and control the performance of the services.  The 
control refers not only to the results to be accomplished by the work but also the 
means and details by which the result is accomplished. 

 
If the caregiver is performing the functions above, he or she would be the common law 
employer of the home-care service (support) worker. 
 
One concept that has emerged from state program administrators’ and service recipients’ 
and caregivers’ experience with consumer-directed support service programs and the need to 
treat support workers as employees rather than independent contractors is the Intermediary 
Service Organization (ISO).  ISOs can provide an array of fiscal and supportive/counseling 
services to public payers, individuals, and their representatives/caregivers and, to a limited 
extent, support workers, in order to facilitate the delivery of consumer-directed support 
services.  Six ISO models have been identified by Flanagan and Green (1997) and Flanagan 
(2001):  
 

1. Fiscal Conduit,  
 

2. Government Fiscal Employer Agent (per Section 3504 of the IRS Code and IRS 
Revenue Procedure 80-4),  

 
3. Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent (per Section 3504 of the IRS Code and IRS 

Revenue Procedure 70-6),  
 

4. Supportive (e.g., Support Broker),  
 

5. Agency with Choice, and  
 

6. Spectrum ISO.   

NOTE:  Table 6 (previous page) includes a brief description of each ISO model. CMS has 
requested that states refer to Government and Vendor Fiscal Intermediaries as Fiscal 
Employer Agents and this is how they will be referred to in this paper. 
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C.  Fiscal Conduit ISO  
 
Some individuals and representatives have reported that they wish to manage all of the 
employer-related tasks, including the payroll function for the home-based service workers 
they hire directly.  In response to this request, some states have implemented Fiscal Conduit 
ISOs to accommodate this desire.  The Fiscal Conduit ISO disburses the service recipient’s 
benefit funds in cash or through the use of vouchers directly to him/her or his/her 
representative.  Often individual’s cash benefits are deposited in a bank account established 
solely for this purpose.  The service recipient or caregiver is the common law employer 
(employer of record) of the home-based service worker he/she hires directly.  The majority 
of publicly-funded support service programs that use the Fiscal Conduit ISO model are 
state-funded since Medicaid funds may only be disbursed to Medicaid qualified providers 
without the receipt of an 1115 Medicaid Home and Community Based Service 
Demonstration Waiver.  The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Cash and Counseling 
Demonstration and Evaluation Program, implemented in Arkansas, Florida and New Jersey, 
offers the Fiscal Conduit option and each state has an executed Medicaid 1115 Waiver.  
Each of these programs assess the individual’s/caregiver’s ability to perform the payroll 
related tasks initially and on an ongoing basis to ensure that each individual/caregiver is in 
compliance with federal, state and local employment tax and insurance rules and regulations.   
 
 Government and Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent ISOs 
 
Other individuals and caregivers have reported that they would like to obtain assistance with 
performing the payroll function (including withholding, reporting and paying federal and 
state income and employment taxes and insurances) for the home-based service workers 
they hire directly.  Currently, a small number of states act as Government Fiscal Employer 
Agents in accordance with Section 3504 of the IRS Code and Revenue Procedure 80-4 to 
provide payroll and sometimes billing paying services for individual service recipients and 
their representatives wish to use them.  A larger number of states contract with Vendor 
Fiscal Employer Agent ISOs in accordance with Section 3504 of the IRS Code and IRS 
Revenue Procedure 70-6 to provides these functions. 
 
Under these two Fiscal/Employer Agent ISO models, the government or vendor entity acts 
as an agent for the common law employer (individual/caregiver) under Section 3504 of the 
IRS code for the sole purpose of managing federal employment taxes without being 
considered the common law employer of the worker.  They may also manage state and local 
employment taxes and insurances and prepare and distribute workers’ payroll checks.  They 
also may perform a number of other fiscal related tasks such as receiving and tracking 
individuals’ budget funds, processing and paying service-related invoices, brokering and 
paying for workers’ compensation and possibly health insurance and generating standard 
financial reports for individuals/caregivers and the state program and Medicaid agency. 
 
Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent ISOs often have a contract with the state or local 
government program agency and a Medicaid provider agreement with the state Medicaid 
agency to receive public program funds and to manage the payroll (and sometimes bill 
paying) function on behalf of individual (service recipient)/caregivers.  The ISO then 
executes an agreement with each individual/caregiver (an IRS Form 2678, Appointment of 
Agent) to be his/her agent for the purpose of withholding, reporting and paying federal 
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employment taxes.  Often state unemployment insurance agencies require that Vendor Fiscal 
Employer Agents obtain a state power of attorney to perform the state unemployment tax 
functions.  Georgia does not have this requirement. 
 
Under the Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent ISO model, the individual/caregiver is the 
common law employer of the home-based service worker and is responsible for all 
employer-related tasks with the exception of withholding, reporting and paying federal, state 
and employment taxes and insurances and issuing payroll checks.  This ISO model 
reinforces the philosophy of consumer-direction while shielding the state and vendor 
employer agent from erroneous claims that they are the common law employers of the 
support service worker.  
 
Using the various Fiscal/Employer Agent ISO models can help state and local governments 
rectify the situation where support workers have been considered independent contractors.  
These models can also ensure that both the individual/caregiver and the support service 
worker are in compliance with federal, state and local employment tax and labor laws.   
 
It should be noted that the IRS published draft Notice 2003-70 on October 3, 2003 
pertaining to agents operating under Revenue Procedure 80-4.  This draft Notice proposes 
to allow state and local governments to be the agent under 3504 of the IRS code and to 
delegate the payroll tasks to either a reporting agent or a subagent which uses the state or 
local government agency’s separate FEIN for federal filing purposes.  The proposal includes 
a number of procedures that streamline functions and significantly reduce the paperwork 
burden for agents operating under Revenue Procedure 80-4.  There is a comment period for 
interested parties to submit comments through January 26, 2004.  The proposed effective 
date of the Notice is no sooner than January 1, 2005.  A copy of the Notice can be obtained 
at www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-03-70.pdf. 
 
 Agency with Choice ISO 
 
Under the Agency with Choice ISO model, there exists a dual employer arrangement.  The 
agency is the common law employer while the individual/caregiver is the managing employer.  
As the managing employer, individuals and caregivers may (1) recruit and refer in their 
support workers to the agency for hire, (2) actively participate in the training of their support 
workers, (3) determine when and how the support worker tasks are to be performed, (4) 
supervise the day-to-day activities of the support worker and (5) discharge their support 
worker from their residence when necessary.  Agency staff and the individual/caregiver work 
as a team in the provision of support services.  When an agency is truly operating as an 
Agency with Choice ISO, its performance is very similar to a Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent 
ISO.  One major pitfall of Agency with Choice ISOs is not applying consumer-direction 
appropriately, and thus operating as a traditional agency provider. 
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 Supports Brokerage 
 
A Supports Brokerage or broker is a personal agent who works on behalf of the individual, the 
individual’s caregiver or network of support and under the direction of the 
individual/caregiver.  The supports broker should support the philosophy of consumer-
direction and have the skills necessary to perform the tasks.  However, they do not have to 
have specific degrees or certificates.  The supports broker may also receive specific training 
to enhance his/her skills and knowledge of the consumer-directed support program in which 
he/she is participating.  Supports brokers do not provide support service directly.  
Individuals/caregivers should be able to select their supports brokers. 
 
Typical functions of a Supports Brokerage (broker) include: 
 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Developing person-centered plans, 
Assisting with the development and updating of individual budgets, 
Managing individual budgets, 
Assisting individuals/caregivers in securing needed services, and  
Monitoring service quality and individual/caregiver satisfaction with                 

services.    
 

Spectrum ISO 
 

The Spectrum ISO is an operational model.  Under this model, an umbrella organization 
provides an array of Financial Management and Supports Brokerage services in a seamless 
and effective manner.  A Spectrum ISO may provide some of the ISO services and contract 
for others.   
 
This is a challenging model to implement because of its level of complexity and the concern 
that the organization not be perceived as the common law employer of support workers 
when they are not.  This is why the Spectrum ISO may wish to contract for Agency with 
Choice ISO services rather than provide them directly. 
 

 
EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND ISSUES RELATED TO SUPPORT WORKERS 
 
 
Is the Support Worker an Employee or an Independent Contractor? 
 
 
It should be made clear that the majority of support workers (i.e., workers providing non-
skilled personal care and homemaker/chore services) are employees under the domestic 
service worker job category of the federal Department of Labor Fair Labor Standard Act 
(FLSA) and by the IRS and not independent contractors.  If an individual, caregiver or agency 
believes that a support service worker is an independent contractor, it can prepare and 
submit an IRS Form SS-8; Determination of Worker Status for the Purpose of Federal Employment 
Taxes and Income Tax Withholding to the IRS, and obtain a ruling on the employment status of 
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the worker.  If the IRS determines that the support worker is an independent contractor, 
then the agency would issue the worker an IRS Form 1099-MISC at the end of the year 
rather than an IRS Form W-2.  If the worker is determined to be an employee, then the 
proper federal, state and local employment taxes and insurances must be withheld, reported 
and paid, wages must be paid in accordance with federal and state Department of Labor 
laws, and workers’ compensation laws must be complied with. 
 
It should be noted that some states have a state form similar to the IRS Form SS-8 that can 
be completed and submitted to determine the status of a worker for the purpose of state 
employment taxes and income tax withholding. 
 
 
What are the Wage and Hour Rules Related to Support Workers? 
 
Under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), domestic service employees must 
receive at least the federal minimum wage (currently $5.15/hour) for employment.  In cases 
where an employee is subject to both state and federal minimum wage laws, the employee is 
entitled to the higher of the two minimum wages. 
 
In addition, domestic service employees who work more than 40 hours in any one work 
week for the same employer must be paid overtime compensation at a rate not less than one 
and one-half times the employee’s regular rate of pay for such excess hours.  Employees 
who reside in the employer’s household (i.e., the live-in domestic employee exemption) do 
not qualify to receive overtime compensation.  In addition, workers who are eligible to be 
“companions” under the domestic service provision of FLSA do not qualify to receive 
minimum wage or over time compensation.  
 
Federal Companion and Live-In Exemptions for Domestic Service Under FLSA 
 
Currently, there are two exemptions to FLSA pertaining to domestic service workers.  They 
include the companionship and live-in exemptions.  Section (13)(a)(15) of FLSA provides 
household employers with an exemption from paying minimum wage and overtime 
compensation for domestic service employees (i.e., support service workers) who provide 
companionship services for individuals who, because of age or infirmity, are unable to care 
for themselves.  Companionship services are defined by FSLA as including fellowship, care and 
protection to persons who, because of advanced age or physical, or mental infirmity, could not care for his or 
her own needs.  Exempt services include household work related to the person’s care (i.e., meal 
preparation, bed making, laundry, and other similar services) as long as these tasks are 
considered incidental and comprise not more than 20 percent of the total weekly hours 
worked.   A companion cannot be formally trained (e.g., nurse or therapist).  Finally, a 
companion can be exempt even if employed by a third-party employer or agency, rather than 
by an individual or family directly. 
 
Domestic service employees who reside in the household where they are employed (i.e., live-
in workers) are entitled to the same minimum wage as domestic service workers who work 
by the day.  However, section 13(b)(21) provides an exemption from the Act’s overtime 
requirement for domestic service workers who reside in the household where they are 
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employed.  This does not excuse the employer from paying the live-in worker at the 
applicable minimum wage rate for all hours worked. 
 
In determining the number of hours worked by a live-in worker, the employee and the 
employer may exclude up to eight hours for sleeping time, meal time and other periods of 
complete freedom from all duties when the employee may leave the premise or stay on the 
premises for purely personal pursuits.  For periods of free time (other than those relating to 
meals and sleeping) to be excluded from hours worked, the periods must be of sufficient 
duration to enable the employee to make effective use of the time.  If the sleeping time, meal 
periods or other periods of free time are interrupted by a call to duty, the interruption must 
be counted as hours worked.   
 
States have the right not to recognize the companionship and live-in exemptions to the 
domestic service provisions of FLSA and some do not (e.g., New Jersey).  Georgia  
recognizes both exemptions. 
  
There are a number of employment practices that the FLSA does not regulate.  They 
include: 
 
• Vacation, holiday, severance, or sick pay  
• Meal or rest periods, holidays off, or vacations 
• Premium pay for weekend, or holiday work 
• Pay raises or fringe benefits 
• A discharge notice, reason for discharge, or immediate payment of final wages to 

terminated employees 
• Pay stubs or IRS Forms W-2 
 
What are the Requirements Regarding Employment Eligibility Verification? 
 
When an individual with a disability or chronic condition or their caregiver hires a home- 
based service worker to work for him/her on a regular basis as an employee, the 
individual/caregiver and the home care worker must complete the Bureau of Citizenship and 
Immigration Services1 (BCIS) Form I-9, Employer Eligibility Verification.  No later than the first 
day of work, the employee must complete the employee section of the form by providing 
certain required information and attesting to his or her current work eligibility status in the 
United States.  The individual/caregiver completes the employer section of the form by 
examining documents presented by the employee as evidence of his/her identity and 
employment eligibility.  The individual/caregiver should keep the completed INS Form I-9 
in his/her records.  A copy of the INS Form I-9 may be found in the BCIS Handbook for 
Employees (Form M-274). Call the BCIS at (800)–870–3676 to obtain a copy of the Handbook 
for Employees. 
 
What are the Requirements Regarding Workers Compensation Insurance? 
 

                                                 
1 Please note that the US Immigration and Naturalization Services agency has recently changed its name to 
the Bureau of Citizenship and Immigration Services. 
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One way publicly-funded consumer-directed support service programs can reduce the 
risk of liability of workplace injury for themselves, and for service recipients and their 
caregivers who are common employers of their support workers is by arranging and 
paying for workers’ compensation insurance.  Workers’ compensation insurance in the 
United States is a combined government and private insurance program mandated by 
state or territorial law, administered by one or more state or territorial agencies and paid 
for entirely by employers (except in Oregon). 
 
It is a no fault insurance system, similar to no-fault auto insurance that mandates the 
payment of statutorily defined medical, disability and other benefits (e.g., death and 
burial) to most workers whose injuries and illnesses “arise out of and in the course of 
employment.”  All 50 states, the District of Columbia, the five U.S. territories have 
workers’ compensation laws and each law and system is specific to the jurisdiction and 
can be complex.  Two benefits for employers under workers’ compensation law are: 
 

• The remedies available under the law are generally limited to medical, disability, 
death and burial.  The disability, death and burial benefits are typically subject to 
ceilings limiting potential recovery, and 

 
• An employee’s right to worker’s compensation is usually the exclusive remedy 

against the employer for accidental injuries and occupational diseases falling 
within the coverage formula of the workers’ compensation law. 

 
Employers who do not obtain workers’  compensation insurance for their non-exempt 
(covered) workers are considered out of compliance and may be subject to substantial 
penalties and the risk of tort liability.  Exempt (non-covered) employees represent a 
relatively small percent of total employees, but they are important, especially with 
regards to employers’ liability insurance. 
 
A basic objective of workers’ compensation insurance is that coverage under the law be 
virtually, if not completely, universal.  However, for various historical, political, 
economic and/or administrative reasons, no state or territory’s law covers all forms of 
employment (U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 2002). 
 
Three employment classes that often are exempt are: 
 

Persons whose work is casual and not in the course of the trade, 
business, profession or occupation of the employer, 

• 

• 

• 

 
“Minor employers” (those with less than three, four or five workers), 
and 

 
Household/domestic service workers. 

 
In general, support workers (personal assistance services) are considered under the 
domestic service classification in many states.  However, in the majority of states, the 
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final determination of whether a support worker (e.g., personal care assistant) is 
considered under domestic service is based on a claims appeal. 
  
Some states allow household employers to purchase workers’ compensation insurance 
through both standard workers’ compensation policies, homeowners/tenants insurance 
policies or through Alternative Workers’ Compensation Plans.  The availability of these 
options varies by state. 
 

Georgia Worker’s Compensation Law Related to Domestic Service 
 
In Georgia, workers compensation is regulated under Title 34, Chapter 9 of the 
Unannotated Georgia Code.  Any employer, including those that engage inside domestic 
service workers, employing three (3) or more full or part-time workers must purchase 
workers’ compensation insurance coverage.  The penalty for noncompliance is a 
misdemeanor and up to $5,000 per violation.  Compensation may be increased 10 percent 
plus attorney’s fees. 
 
An individual household employer may purchase workers’ compensation insurance from 
over 353 voluntary insurance carriers in the state.  However, it was reported that 
insurance agents and voluntary insurance carriers may have little or no incentive to quote 
or sell workers’ compensation to household employers due to small payrolls and 
premiums and significant paperwork burden and the high perceived risk of worker injury.  
In addition, it is not possible to purchase workers’ compensation insurance through 
homeowners or renters insurance in Georgia.   
 
It is more likely that household employers in Georgia can obtain coverage through the 
State’s Assigned Risk Plan managed by the National Council on Compensation Insurance 
(NCCI).  An employer must get four refusals (declination letters) from voluntary carriers 
and use an insurance agent to access the Assigned Risk Plan in Georgia.  Effective April 
1, 2001 (the most recent rates available at printing), minimum premium in the Assigned 
Risk Plan (the least amount an employer will pay in the State for workers’ compensation 
insurance) for occasional domestic service workers is $265 per year.  The minimum 
premium in the Assigned Risk Plan for full-time domestic service workers is $472 per 
year.  Rates are determined on a per capita basis. 
 
It was reported in the literature that in Georgia, employers, including household 
employers, could purchase Alternative Workers’ Compensation Plans through life 
insurance carriers to cover workplace injury.  An Alternative Workers’ Compensation 
Plan may consist of any combination of life, disability, accident, health or other insurance 
provided that the coverage insurers without limitation or exclusion any of the workers’ 
compensation benefits defined in the State’s workers’ compensation law.  No further 
details were available but it is advised that household employers contact a life insurance 
carrier for more information.  Other states that reportedly offer this option are Alabama 
and Louisiana. 
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A good resource on workers’ compensation insurance for household employers and 
domestic service workers in Georgia is Steve Manders at the Georgia Rating Bureau 
(404) 656-4449.  
 
WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SCENARIOS REGARDING THE 
DISBURSEMENT OF AoA FUNDS? 
 
The amount of AoA funds received by an Area Agency on Aging (AAA) and the amount 
a caregiver receives can vary significantly.  Large sums allocated for the purchase of a 
consumer-directed support worker may qualify to have federal, state, and local 
employment taxes and insurance withheld, where smaller amounts may not.  It is 
important that the AAA interview the caregiver prior to the disbursement of grant funds 
to determine what supports the caregivers plans to purchase with the funds and document 
this and possibly have the caregiver sign the document. 
 
Of particular importance related to caregivers hiring support workers directly is the wage 
thresholds for Medicare and Social Security (FICA) and Federal Unemployment Taxes 
(FUTA).  In 2003, if a support worker is paid $1,400 in a calendar year by one employer, 
then the employer must withhold, report and file FICA quarterly for him/herself  and the 
employee.  In addition, in 2003, if a caregiver pays out $1,000 or more in wages for all of 
his/her workers in a calendar quarter in the current or previous year, then FUTA must be 
withheld, reported and paid (along with state unemployment taxes-SUTA).  FUTA and 
SUTA payments are the sole responsibility of the employer.  
 
If a caregiver receives grant funds under the $1,400 FICA wage threshold and the 
caregiver does not pay any worker $1,400 or more in a calendar year and does not pay 
his/her support workers in total over the FUTA wage threshold, then payment of federal 
and state employment taxes in Georgia are not an issue. 
 
However, if a caregiver receives funds that exceed the FICA wage threshold and pays a 
support worker with these funds in access of the FICA limit, then he or she will have to 
pay federal FICA for the worker.  Similarly, if the caregiver receives funds that exceed 
the FUTA wage threshold and pays wages for all his/her support workers in access of the 
FUTA wage threshold in a calendar quarter either in the current or the previous year, then 
FUTA (and subsequently SUTA) must be paid. 
 
Theoretically, a caregiver may also receive AoA grant funds and combine them with 
other funding sources to hire support workers.  If this occurs, the household employer 
must make sure to determine if his/her support workers exceed the FICA and FUTA 
wage thresholds.  If this is the case, the caregiver must make sure FICA and FUTA (and 
SUTA) are paid for the applicable workers, even though AoA did not pay the total wages 
of the support workers.  An Area Agency on Aging should consider obtaining a signed 
statement from the caregiver (signed under pains and penalties of perjury).  It should state if the 
caregiver uses AoA funds to hire a support worker, in whole or part, and if wages exceed the 
FICA and FUTA wages thresholds, the caregiver will withhold, file and pay the federal and 
state employment taxes as required and in accordance with IRS rules and regulations or 
refund the grant funds to the AAA. 
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It has been advised that AAAs not allow caregivers to co-mingle AoA funds with other funds for the 
purchase of support workers hired directly for support workers.  This is because caregivers may not 
always comply with federal and state employment tax requirements even though they sign a 
form saying they will.  The AAA has no real assurance that the caregiver is acting in 
compliance with IRS and DoL rules and regulations and it is very labor intensive for the 
AAA to monitor caregiver performance in this area. 
 
There are three possible scenarios/models for an agency, such as an Area Agency on Aging 
(AAA), to engage in the provision of consumer-directed personal care services.  They are: 
 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

As an Agency with Choice ISO (either themselves or through a 
subcontract with direct service agencies in the area) 

 
As a Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent ISO 

 
By reimbursing individuals and their families for services received after 
the individual or caregiver (as the common law employer) hires and pays 
the personal care worker (Reimbursement Method).  Under this scenario, 
the AAA acts as a Fiscal Conduit ISO 

 
 
Agency with Choice ISO 
 
As an Agency with Choice ISO, the AAA or an agency under contract to the AAA would be 
the common law employer of the individual’s support workers but the individual /caregiver 
would be the managing employer of their support workers.  This is considered a dual employer 
model.  As the managing employer, the individual/caregiver would be responsible for:  
 

Recruiting/identifying his/her support worker and referring the worker to the agency for 
hire, 

 
Participating in the training of his/her support worker,  

 
Establishing his/her support worker’s work schedule and the duties to be performed, 

 
Supervising his/her support worker’s day to day activities, and  

 
Discharging his/her worker from their residence when necessary.   

 
The AAA or the agency it contracts with is primarily responsible for processing payroll and 
for monitoring overall service quality and caregiver satisfaction.  The AAA or the contracting 
agency can and should develop procedures for hiring, training and discharging 
individual/caregiver recruited support workers.  These procedures should be similar to those 
that the agency would use to hire any person in that particular job category (e.g., there 
should be no “double” hiring standards).  The AAA or contracting agency should establish 
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an individual/caregiver advisory group to monitor the Agency with Choice services and the 
agency’s commitment to consumer-direction.  The members should act as advisors when the 
agency develops their consumer-directed policies and procedures.    
 
The Agency with Choice ISO model can provide a high degree of consumer direction for 
individuals and caregivers while reducing their employer-related duties.  If implemented 
properly, this model can also limit the amount of liability the agency will face as a dual 
employer providing consumer-directed personal care services. 
 
 
Vendor Fiscal/Employer Agent ISO 

 
Federal Tax Requirements 

 
As a Vendor Fiscal/Employer Agent, the AAA would set up the systems necessary  under 
Section 3504 of the IRS code and IRS Revenue Procedure 70-6 to act as the agent of the 
individual/caregiver (who is the common law employer) for the purpose of managing federal 
and state employment taxes and issuing payroll checks.  As the agent, the AAA must obtain 
an IRS Form 2678; Appointment of Agent for each individual/caregiver it represents as agent.  
These forms should be submitted to the IRS along with a request for authorization letter to 
receive approval from the IRS to be the agent for these caregivers.  When the Vendor Fiscal 
Employer Agent no longer represents a caregiver, it must notify the IRS and “rescind” the 
Form 2678.  The Agent also should obtain a completed and signed IRS Form 8821, Tax 
Information Authorization from each individual/caregiver it represents in order to obtain 
federal tax information (in particular, IRS Form 940 FUTA filings) on behalf of the 
individual/caregiver.  This form must be renewed on a periodic basis and should be 
“rescinded” if the entity is no longer the Fiscal Employer Agent for the individual/caregiver. 
 
The AAA must file an IRS Form SS-4; Application for Employer Identification Number, and get a 
separate FEIN for the sole purpose of filing federal tax forms.  The agency must use the IRS 
Forms 940; Employer’s Annual Federal Unemployment (FUTA) Tax Return and IRS Form 941; 
Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return.  The IRS Form 941 must be filed in the aggregate for 
all individuals/caregivers it represents using the agent’s FEIN.  The IRS Form 940 must be 
filed individually for each individual/caregiver the agent represents using the 
individual’s/caregiver’s FEIN (to match the SUTA filings).   
 
Federal income taxes for household employers only need to be withheld if it is mutually 
agreeable with the employer and the employee.  However, it is recommended that the agent 
withhold, report and file federal income taxes on behalf of the worker so they are not 
surprised at the end of the year by how much tax they owe.  Federal income taxes are 
reported on the IRS Form 941 along with FICA taxes.   
 
The agent must file IRS forms W-2 for each employee and one aggregate IRS Form W-3 for 
all individuals/caregivers the agent represents per the instructions for agents in the 2003 IRS 
Forms W-2 and W-3 instructions.  
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State Tax Requirements 
 

1. State Agency Contact Information  
 

A good contact number for the Georgia Department of Revenue, Division of Withholding is 
(404) 417-2311.  A good web site is www.gatax.org. 
 
A good contact for the Georgia Department of Labor/state unemployment insurance is 
(404) 656-5590.  A good resource for Georgia unemployment insurance is the Georgia 
Department of Labor’s The Employer’s Handbook (DOL –224 (R7/98)).  A copy may be 
obtained off the Georgia DoL web site or by calling (404) 656-3131. 
 

2. State Income Taxes 
 

Georgia’s state income tax requirement is the same as the federal government.  If the 
employer chooses not to withhold federal income tax for his/her support worker, he/she is 
not obliged to withhold state income tax.  However, if the employer withholds federal 
income tax he/she should withhold state income tax.  It is highly recommended that state 
income tax be withheld for support workers. 
 
If an individual/caregiver (as the common law employer) decides to withhold state income 
tax, he/she must first complete and submit a Form CFR-002, State Taxpayer Registration 
Application to the Georgia Department of Revenue.  Once the individual/caregiver has 
his/her registration number, he/she will withhold, file and pay state income tax withholding 
for his/her worker(s) using the Forms G-7, Quarterly or Monthly Return. 
 
If the individual/caregiver withholds less than $200 per month then he/she should file 
quarterly and use the Form G-7 for quarterly filers.  If he/she withholds $200 or more per 
month, then he/she should file monthly and use the Form G-7 for monthly filing. 
 
When an individual/caregiver stops employing support workers and withholding state 
income tax, it should contact the Department of Revenue and retire his/her Georgia 
Withholding Number. 
 
 

3. State Unemployment Insurance 
 
Each individual/caregiver who is a common law employer of a home-based service worker 
must first register as an employer with the Georgia Department of Labor by filing a Form 
DoL 1-A, Employer Status Report.  Please note that Item 2 should be checked Individual and 
Item 6 should be checked Yes.  Items 7, 8 and 10 do not apply to household employers and 
should be answered No.  Item 9 should be checked and the date should be provided.  The 
employer should report their FEIN when he/she receives it from IRS.  The employer should 
submit the Form DoL-4 the quarter before the quarter in which he/she believes he/she will pay total cash 
wages of $1,000 or more for all of his/her workers. 
 
DoL will then send the employer his/her state registration number and pre-printed Forms 
DoL –4, Employer’s Quarterly Tax and Wage Report quarterly in order to file SUTA.  If the 
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employer stops employing workers for a period of time, he/she can inactivate his/her state 
unemployment registration number by completing Item D on the Form DoL-4.  However, if 
they wish to permanently retire their state unemployment registration number, he or she will 
need to obtain and submit the DoL Termination Form. 
 
It should be noted that Georgia does not require that organizations that file taxes on behalf of 
household employers obtain a state power of attorney for purposes of managing state 
unemployment taxes on individuals’ behalf. 
 
Employers liable under the GA Employment Security Law are required to pay unemployment 
taxes to the state.  The state taxable wage base is the first $8,500 paid to an individual during 
the calendar year.  Unemployment insurance is a tax paid by the employer without deduction 
from the wages of any employee.  These taxes are deposited in the State Unemployment 
Trust Fund.  Monies from this fund are used to pay unemployment benefits to eligible 
individuals under Employment Security Law requirements. 
 
Experience rating is a system that relates employer taxes to the cost of providing 
unemployment benefits to their employers.  Lower rates are earned by employers whose 
unemployment experience costs are less, and higher rates are assigned to employers whose 
experience indicates greater costs. 
 
New or newly covered employers are assigned a total tax rate of 2.70 percent until such time 
as they are eligible for a rate calculation based on their experience history.  As of the June 30 
computation date, any contributory employer who has at least 12 quarters (36 months) of 
chargeability for unemployment insurance claim purposes may be eligible for an individually 
computed contribution rate based on the status of the employer’s reserve account.  The 
computed rate applies to taxable wages paid during the calendar year immediately following 
the computation date.  The Form DoL-626, Employer Tax Rate Notice is mailed to employers 
in late December each year. 
 
When an employer pays total cash wages to his/her workers of $1,000 in any calendar 
quarter (mirrors the federal rules described above), he/she must pay state unemployment 
taxes for his/her workers.  An employer files and pays state unemployment taxes quarterly 
using the Form DoL –4 (R-9/97), Employer’s Quarterly Tax and Wage Report. 
 
Other Activities of a Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent 
 
The Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent, may also: 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Process all federal and state employment and tax forms (including a worker 
application),  
Collect and process workers’ time sheets,  
Process federal advanced earned income credits, 
Process any garnishments and levies placed on workers’ pay,  
Maintain files for individuals/caregivers and their support workers, 
Assist individuals/caregivers with preparing the support workers’ BCIS Forms I-
9 to verify workers’ citizen and alien status, and  
Generate standard reports for individuals/caregivers and the funding agency.   
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The Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent, may also want to assist individuals/caregivers in 
conducting criminal background checks of potential support workers, and provide 
individual/caregivers training regarding recruiting, managing and discharging support 
workers. 
 
The Vendor Fiscal/Employer Agent, would charge a fee for the above-mentioned services 
which could be paid by the individual/caregiver or a funding agency. 
 
The Vendor Fiscal Employer Agent model can provide individuals and families with a high 
level of consumer-direction while reducing some of the employer-related burden 
(particularly payroll) for the individual/caregiver without being considered the common law 
employer of the support workers. 
 
 
Fiscal Conduit/Reimbursement Method 
 
The Reimbursement Method is sometimes used by Fiscal Conduit ISOs described earlier and 
in Table 1.  Under this method, the AAA (agency) reimburses the individual/caregiver for 
support services that they have arranged for, received and paid for retrospectively.  This is 
very simple for the AAA but has significant consequences for the individual/caregiver.  First, if the 
individual/caregiver buys support services from an agency, the agency is the common law 
employer of the support workers.  The caregiver just pays the service agency’s invoice and 
submits it to the agency for reimbursement. The agency takes care of all the employment 
taxes for the support worker(s). 
 
But, if the individual/caregiver is the common law employer of his/her/their support 
workers and hires them directly, they are the workers’ employer and responsible for 
managing the employer-related responsibilities (e.g., managing payroll and employment taxes 
and insurances).  Then it would submit the total costs of the support worker (wages, and 
required employment taxes and insurances) to the agency for reimbursement.   
 
This approach could result in a cash-flow situation for individuals and their families that 
could limit access to consumer-directed support workers.  It also represents a significant 
employer-related burden on the individual/caregiver. 
 
The Fiscal Conduit/Reimbursement Method provides the individual/family with a high level 
of consumer-direction but does not provide any relief to the individual/family regarding the 
employer-related duties, particularly payroll.  Administratively, its the  easiest model for the 
agency to implement but does not enhance access to consumer-directed support services to 
individuals/caregivers or ensure the agency that AoA funds have been used properly (e.g., 
the proper federal and state employment taxes are being paid). 
 
One thing an agency could do to assist individuals/caregivers with performing the employer-
related functions and enhance individuals’/caregivers’ compliance with federal and state 
employment tax and labor rules and regulations is by recruiting local payroll service and 
accountancy organizations to provide a number of services to individuals/caregivers at 
discounted rates. 
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First, these organizations could conduct “New Household Employer – How to Get Started” 
seminars on a regular, periodic basis.  This seminar would show new household employers 
how to set up the payroll and tax payment process for their support workers.  The 
organizations could be paid by the AAAs or by charging a registration fee to 
individuals/caregivers. 
 
Second, find a local spot where these organizations could have “office hours” on a regular 
periodic basic to field questions from individuals/caregivers regarding the payroll and 
employment tax management process.  The organizations could be paid a discounted by the 
AAA or donate the time as a community activity. 
 
Finally, offer individuals/caregivers a payroll service for their support workers at less than 
standard rates. 
 
It should be noted that under the Fiscal Conduit/Reimbursement Method, federal taxes will 
be filed based on the requirements for household employers included in IRS Publication 
926, Household Employer’s Tax Guide for Wages Paid in 2003.  FICA and federal income tax (if 
withheld, reported and paid) are filed using the IRS Schedule H with or without a Form 
1040 by April 15th each year.  All federal tax publications and forms may be obtained from 
the IRS web site at www.irs.gov.  State taxes would be filed as described for Fiscal Employer 
Agents earlier in this section. 
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Appendix One 

 
Program Policies and Procedures 

 
 
 
 
 

Note: This section contains pages from policies and 
procedures from a number of Area Agencies on 

Aging.  It is intended to give you an idea of various 
issues to cover, as well as format. 
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Self  Directed Care Program Caregiver  
Handbook Information 

 
Demonstration Project Contact 

Information 
 

Acknowledgements 
 
 

Please note:  The components from caregiver 
handbooks are gathered from each of the Projects. 
Handbooks were similar, yet different as they 
were designed to meet the needs of the service 
area and caregivers. 
 
The Table of Contents is intended to show the 
topics contained in one project’s handbook.  Your 
handbook will be specific to your self-directed 
care program.  
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